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I 1 have bceu lookiug over the
I year's work the farm and think
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past
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of the results may prove interesting tt
some one beside myself.
MAINS.
la the tiret place, I'm rather
• KW AY,
the fact that my boy represents the ht h
1 to 4.
^.re—9 to
generation of the family on this farm
Uia gieat grandfather settled here it
*
MJTO,
1800 and the farm has always remained
in the family.
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Another relic of 1800 is our variety ol
MAINE,
;SVA Y,
When the pace wa>
corn.
yellow
a
Collection» Specialty.
t
bought of ire orignal owner there wert
several acre.» of corn growing hoed ir
Κ A PARK.
among the stumps of the clearing. W*
still raise the uncrossed ctu that ha*
Attorneys at Law,
descemled froiu that first crop.
MAINS.
tiSL,
It is an eight-rowed Hiut that will ma
Park
C.
K'ierv
K. Herrlck.
ture -n ninety day··, considered in the
vicinity rather a superior -traiu, both aW. KOI: Ν De,
to quantity and feeding quality.
The best yield that we have ever kept
record of was made about fifteen year*
Dentist,
ago, one hundred and sixty bushel* ο
NORWAY, ME.
OVAT KUK'X,
dry ears to an acre. The corn will shell
am ι rather better than the average as the
—.■> to 12—1 to .ν
cob is very small. For the past ten
years we have raised but very litt e ye
low corn. Last year we planted just 1 ·.
u.
.tore, the drouth aflected it so the leaves
rolled, then the early fπîst η·pped ι1
Iain St., Norway, Me.
hard and injured it a good deal, botwe
husked twenty-three busheis of good
corn and five of '"pig" corn besides two
traces of seed com, and four cow» were
ted on the fodder for several days in
August. Certainly euough to more than
ll»e
make up thirty bushels of ears
corn was not planted till June 16, so l
think it dul pretty well, and in » geris of
mination test a few weeks ago, of tanker
uels each from twenty ears, came wiiti
and Iron.
1 mean to have an acre
out exception.
this year and hope to make a bettu
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Our cows are our standbys, however.
J. WALDO
We have had for the year 1909 four cows
mid since Augusta two-year-old heifer
One of the cows is fourteen years old
and has been giving milk since Augus
1907. Two more, one
1
pie Street, rear Masonic Block,
one ten, freshened in May, 1J09.
other one in October, 1909.
NORWAY.
Connection.
one
Τ
Through June and July the three
year-old gave from fifteen to seventeen
qiarts of milk a .lay, making a little
over two lb- of butter per day
I Ul llWj
I IUIIIU)
I
to the Babcock test.
She is half Jersey,
the other half Holstein aud bhorthorn,
THE GREENHOUSE,
A
the others are pure-bred, but unregisterTER ST., SOUTH PARIS,
ed M. S. J. H- B. Jerseys, except the tyear-old, Who is registered. tte receivE.
ed for cream at theSkowhegan creamery
iii
for the year 1909, *541.00; for calves
and
♦old, |9.00; raised two heifer
PLl
tuilk and cream for the fatnily also butter for three months, besides skim-m 1
Urain for the year cost approximately
it for MAUEE RANOES.
SI.00. Two pigs bought in May sold in
cphorie 127-12.
November for $49, with a cash outlay of
The rest was skim-milk, unsalable
J15
etc.
Two others were sold iu
MAINE.
NORWAY,
May for 134 00, but the margin of profit
was less.
M
Mv account with my hens from May
1 1900, to Mar. 23, 1910, stands as folHeceiv
lows: Paid for feed, etc., ?40
I ■«« K«r« |I.Xt one way.
Hi.
,d for eg^s sold. $44 11. Received for
<Mt round trip.
Total
™C*'P<"·
poultry sold, #2069.
\Y STATE and Steamer I
mm
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1 began With twenty-five bene,
FI LLER leave
RANSOM
oltb.»
two
Mv. no.
thittj
week day» at 7 P. pullets. I have given them no credit
Wharf, For and,
m
5>uo<iar p. m.,
the pullets or for the egghome, aud it is a good many, nor made
V* oturulns
tny charge for labor, etc. They occupy
Leave
iiion Wharf, Boston, week
&n open front house and are shut> UP
udavs at 7 P. m.
days an
1-4 acre yard from May 1 to Oct. U or
ticket» on sale at principa' thereabout. I realize these are incomraiirua ! nation*.
plete records and that after the
jf some of your last fall correepondents
Kr- .·
rates as low as other lines.
1 could reckon myself hopelessly in debt
J. r LISCOMB, General Agent,
ot by another course prove we are acPortland, Me.
quiring wealth rapidly, but at leaet we
make a living and I enjoy 'he farm be
There are a
ter than any other place.
ways teu ditïerent ways to spend every
dollar that comes in. sometimes long b
fore they come and the hired help
Jt-~elerand Graduate Optician.
tion is a big one for one woman and a
tour year-old boy are not much of a
•rew on a farm, and the buildings need
repairs. 1 want a silo, a manure shed a
new cow tie-up, a water supply at the
house and lots of other things but we
live aud enjoy it and don t get in debt
and I've no deeire to change for some
other occupation. This is altogether
to») long a letter to impose ou a stranger,
but I have been told so much uf the adMAINE.
vantages (?) of leaving the farm and care
icd work that I had to relieve my mind
Ε. Paddack, Somerset Co., in Maine Parmer.
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uniform f-word slashed and blood be-

<|mittered. General Russo, too, wat.
jeating his capacious chest and shoutug:
"God's bones!

Let us make a fight

>f it!"
A sprinkling of soldiers, all dismounted cavalry or guuners, a few
ishovelod officers, had accompanied
De Sylva in his (light. With reckless
jravory he and Russo had tried to
•ally the troops cami>ed at headquarHalf
:ers.
it was a hopeless effort.
never produce a military
They may fight valiantly In

weeds

can

?aste.

he line of battle—they will not face
he unknown, the terrible, the harpies
hat come at night, borne on the hurUuhappiiy
•icane wlugs of panic.
De Sylva and his bodyguard were the
nessengers of their own disaster. The
•owardly genius at I'esijueint had
dunned a surprise. He would not lead

t. of course, but in Dom Miguel Barhe found au eager substitute. It
λ as a coup of the Napoleonic order.
Vn infantry attack along the entire
ren

produce light

the Liberationlst position
1 •ioaked the launching against the cener of a formidable body of cavalry.
The project was to thrust this lance
nto the rebel position, probe it thor-

front

man

of

as a surgeon explores a gunwound, and extract the offender
η the guise of Dom Corria.
The scheme had proved eminently
The Lilierationists were
1 iucceesful.
1 •luiupled up. and here was Dom Corι ■ia making his last stand.
He deserved better luck, for be was

)ughly,

, shot

ever,
nagnitk-ent iu failure. Calm as
when
je tried to be shot or captured

he reserves iu camp failed him. Rusonward
1 lo and the rest dragged him
I jy main force.
"They want uie only," he urged.
'My death will end a useless struggle.
[ shall die a little later, when mauy
uore of my friends are killed. Why

the Milk Clean.

die now?"

would not listen.
"It is night!" they cried. "The enemy's horses are spent. A determined
itund may give us another chance."
But it was a forlorn hope. As San
BenaviUes lurched into the pateo the

of the tirst pursuing detachment straiued up the slope between
he house and encampment.
Carmela, all her tire gone, the pallid
woman who
ι rhost of the vengeful
ivould have shattered her lover's skull
«•ere the revolver loaded, was the first
:o see him. She actually crouched In
Her tongue was parched. If
:error.
1 she m prtni some low cr.v none heard
lorses

milking,!

bacteria are introduced I
We can control tliem by I
I
feeding no hay or grain within an hour
before milking, by groomiug the cow I
1er.
with curry-comb and brush, and by
Doui Corria. striving to dispose his
ing her sides, Hanks and udder withal
garrison as best he could, met
Thel
meager
before
milking.
cloth
just
damp
face lit
of tbe milkers should be clean I tils trusted lieutenant. His
and the
the milk.

wip-1

and the bands washed just before milk-1 ivitb joy.
ing each cow. The oppurtunites for the I "Ah, my poor Salvador!" he cried.
bacteria to get into the milk may bel Ί thought we had lost you at the
still further reduced by using a milk I ford!"
pail with a small top. The milk should
"No," said San Benavides. "I ran
be removed from the stable
FOR
ι
way!"
after milking to a milk house, apart I
Co-operation Necessary,
Even iu his dire extremity De Sylva
from the stable, provided with
lu ϋ strong aud detailed statement in
air and light, and tbe milkl ι smiled.
fresh
of
the Breeder*!· U izette of May 23, Β F.
"Would that others had run like you,
! strained and cooled immediately to
Vo ileum tells of some of tbe conditions
"Then we
of 60 degrees or lower, by I my Salvador!" he said.
temperature
and
railroads
against which the farmers
i« qabsorbed.
ice-cooled aerators and should have beeu in Pernambuco toover
runuing
re·
tbe
are contending, and of some of
R'-iiel at Once.
at the low temperature until de-1 morrow."
suit* therefrom, lie points out the fact kept
si«>theS,
livered.
The Brazilian looked around. His
not
are
getting
that, while our farmers
1 protect·
Other bacteria may get into the milk I 1
the prices they should for their products
»ye dwelt heedlessly on the cowering
1 memI
strainers
uteusils.
Pails,
unclean
from
nor as wide a market for theui as they
Carmela. He was searching for Iris,
linn
ti.' fr ;u Catarrh and drives
and aerator should be washed in hot wa*v.n
t iu the lleail quit-lily. Kestores should have because of the high prices ter aud theu scalded with boiling water I svho had been compelled by Coke and
·'
the
Taste ami Smell. Full size pxtorted from tbe consumers by the mid- or steam, to destroy any bacteria that
Bulmer and her uncle to take shelter
5< i.
l> u^isU or by mail. Liquid dlemen, and while freight rates bave
then
be
and
behind the score of sailors who still
to
adhere
them,
may
Cr.
been reduced 10 per cent siuce 1890, in- out doors in the
f. r use in atomizers 75 cts.
sunlight. Diseased! reiualued at Las Flores.
Warren Strtft, New York. volving $240,000,000 less railroad earn- cows
may produce milk containing dis-1
"It is true m ortheless," he said laings annually than if the rates of 1898 ease
germs. Such cows should be re-1 ronically. "1 knew the game was lost.
in effect jet tbe consumer now
were
of
moved from the herd to a place
jo 1 came here to try to save a lady."
». 4V.
has to pay $144 for what be oould buy
au tine by themselves, and a veterinarian!
"Ah—our CarinelaV You thought ol
in 1898 for 9100. Mr. Yoakum states
the!
is
beyond
called if tbe trouble
what is a self-evident truth that tbe
ber
Τ
tbe
of
dairyman,
knowledge and skill
farmers and tbe railroads really have
"No!"
and the milk not used until they have !
matters in tbeir own bands, if they will
recovered. The stables should be white-1 OMien the spell passed from Cartuela.
*
vi DOORS ana WINDOWS of any |
only recognize tbe true situation, and washed and otherwise kept clean and She literally threw herself ou her
•Uc r ν
it reasonable priera.
the
that if they will only get together,
free from odors; they should be pro- I lover.
results will not ouly be better for them vided with
plenty of windows for light, I "Yes. it is true!" she shrieked. "He
but far better for tbe consumer on and be
well ventilated.—New York!
to
;ame to save me, but 1 preferred
whom tbe bulk of tbe burden now falls.
Prize Essay.
If !r m it ',r auy kinj of FlnUh for Inside oi
jie here—with you. father, and with
There is no question about the vital
Oetil !e ». i, »«n i lu your orlem. Pine Lum
tiim."
seriousness of tbe condition now conFertilize the Fruit Trees.
txsr *a 1 ■" ugles on hand Cheap tor Cadi.
Dom Corria did not understand these
fronting our country and our people.
As I have been very much interested I
of
number
l)n tbe one hand, a large
which!
but be had no time for
3reworks,
demonstration
in
the
spraying
and Job Work. farmers with invested millions; certainly
has been going on in our state, I want! thought. Bullets were crashing through
and
employes, to say right now, I do not believe that I the closed Venetians. Light they must
as many railroad owners
M »> α··Ί Πηβ Sheathing for Sale.
also with invested millious; and many
alone will make us successful I have or the defense would become an
On tbe spraying
more millions of consumers.
I·:. VV.
fruitgrowers. Syraying won't fertilize! orgy of self destruction, yet light wa*·
of
number
small
other band a relatively
the soil, or prune the trees. I bave a I
Maine.
Wo« Suinner,
when men
middlemen. By co operation, tbe farm11 their most dangerous foe
young orchard of 150 trees, last spring
somber depths
the
from
shooting
were
for
their
more
ers can
products, used a light coat of dressing around oneget
which additional sums, or a part of half of my trees, those have a nice green of the trees.
The assailants were steadily closing
them, at least, will be spent in increas- foliage different from those that were!
ing their facilities for raisiug larger not cultivated, which proves that cul- η round the house. Their rifles covered
and
and fir. For sale
Each minute
crops, raising them more cheaply
tivation is what tbe trees need.
every door and window.
thereby increasing tbeir profits. When
We bave a hoard of insects to fight.
fresh bands lu tens and
A. KENNEY,
up
brought
prices are reduced, tbe consumers can
We bave a great pest of the tent and I twenties. At lust Barraca himself arSouth Paris.
tbe
get more for the same money or
caterpillar which stripe rived. S«itue members of his staff
bumpedback
either
in
same for lees money, benefiting
the trees of their foliage early in tbe
of the situation.
consumer
the
to
Lower prices
tbe life from I made a hasty survey
case.
seaem, which must take
available,
and better prices to the farmer means the trees.
I There were some 300 men
and more net
and lu all probability Dom Corria could
more freight business
I believe in giving clean and
earnings for the railroads, and who is in- cultivation from early spring until as I net muster one-sixth of that number.
ejured? Simply the man who now stands
It was a crisis that called for vigor.
late as July, then shape aud trim
in the middle, producing nothing, tak- trees so as to allow sunshine and air I The
cavalry lance was twenty miles
ing toll of all and alternately blaming to reach all parte, then tbe fruit will I from its base, and there was no knoweach class when his extortions are com- count in quality and size rather than In I
the
ing what accident might reunite
Inplained of. Mr. Yoakum gives some
numbers.—Cor. Turf, Farm and Home. I scattered Liberation lets. One column
Means,. terestirg figures, some of which are:
at least of the Nationalists had failed
'·
»4'-< »«■«. « |>ro|»;rly ma'le an«t flttetl to I
Bushel of Beans.
The Best Cow is Good Enough.
last des" l*'»i *
·> if
to keep Its rendezvous or this
23
eye «iriln. Our κΐϋββββ are |
#2
Farmer In Florida gets
»*Je rtghi »u l flue.i
Then cornea tbe weeding out
.5t
stand at Las Flores would hare
rttc t- Our ailll Mil ex- Freight, dOO mile haul
perate
I
the
périence 1, your k'uaranbM.
use of
profitable individuals by the
I
costs I proved a sheer impossibility.
CONSt'LT ME.
COMF HERE.
Total
scales and tbe Babcock test. It
no
So the house must be rushed,
Consumer pays
a cow producing 8000 I
feed
to
OPTOMETRIST,
more
!
little
W·6,
This was a war
cost.
the
Mldulemen get
what
butter-1
matter
! pounds of milk of four per cent
of I of leaders.
Let Dom Corria fall and
Bale of Cotton.
I fat than one producing 4000 pounds
Norway, Maine.
She will re-1 bis most enthusiastic supporters would
•e52
Grower get*
♦ 31 II four per cent butter-fat.
haul
one-balf I pay Dom Miguel's taxes without furFreight UM0 mile
quire one-half (be stable room,
W * tbe time to feed and keep olean, and she I
Λ. O.
A scheme of concerted
Total
ther parley.
®
Simulwill graze over about one-balf as much! action was hastily arranged.
Spinner paye
09
I
Broker gets
15 years expert
pasturage as two cows of the 4000-pound
five detachments swarmed
taneously
I
both
Dozen Eggs
maker with
capacity. She is worth more than
1*
I against the chosen points of assault.
or Arkansas farm get
11 tbe other two put together. Moreover,
Kennard 4 Co., Boston. Missouri
anil breakage
I One crossed the pateo to the porch,
from
mile
haul,
had
1300
be
Freight,
! there is a satisfaction to
another made for the stable entrance,
association with a good cow that
Total
a
her and her kind, a love not to I a third attacked the garden door,
ijj
Consumer pays
1Sl ! a love for
All Work
Middlemen get
in dollars and cents in it· fourth assailed the servants' quarters,
measured
be
(iua ran teed.
interest in the! and the fifth, strongest of all and inPpund of Rice.
value in maintaining an
a
relat
what may for- !
Taxas farmer gets
1*
Dom Miguel's presence, batbusiness and in changing
iMNOIONt
into I spired by
Freight
f th
bave been irksome duties
shutters and tore away
the
In
merly
*
tered
go back home,
*
Prize Essay.
Total
i pleasant tasks.—New York
five or ten p*r cent '® "·
the piled up furniture of the ballroom.
y■of
Consumer pays
"
the towns, though
The Nationalist leader's final order
know of to
nox_„_ MKlUlemen get
-he »t»te aeeea.ior· came
I The best way we
to sell them in tbe was terse:
is
into
profit
λ cali f ι weeds
>
fyeburg, and went from he»,
Too much cream i· as bad for
"Spar· the women; shoot even itt>
shape of mutton.
too much money i· for a boy.
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BEFORE

The language

drew a line distinction.
difficulty was surmounted partly by
an interpreter in the person of one of
had

was us»·

l0"Let

From the crest of a
guard
a
rocky pass Philip looked down on
column of fully a thousand men. The
It called for
situation was critical.
the
prompt handling. Five men held
horses, twenty-three eprcad themselves
among the rocks. Philip unslung his

ο

carblnc, and twenty-four rifles indulged
in long range practice on a narrow
mountain path crowded with men and
auimals.
Nothing more was needed. It has

,,

tall, distinguished looklne mai.
wearing a brilliant uniform, ills breas
decorated with many orders, now up
neared

on

the

scene.

been noted already that the Brazilians
There
disliked long range shooting.
was a stampede. The scouts occupied
the ridge uutli sundown and were returning leisurely to rejwrt the presfell in
ence of the column when they
with the first batch of fugitives from
Forthwith Philip became
the valley.
olIi« or.
a geueral and each scout an
reasoned and whacked the run

hhouiei.

something, and the attacklng foroe

He raised a ri
doubled Its efforts.
volver and took deliberate aim at Don»
Corrla. Coke saw him. and his bulldog Pluck combined with avarice.
Without
overcome his common sense,
thought of the consequences le

|

spring into the swaying mob and pull·
De Sylva «side. A bullet smashed
Into the wall behind them.
"Look out. mister!" he bellowed.
"
'Ere s a blighter 'oo wants to finish

eS

otsi" uis

They

aways into obedience, picked up quite
a number of men who ν ore wlllr.i^
exenough to flgbt if told what was
was a
pected of them, and the rest
as
matter of simple strategy such
in
exhibit
would
schoolboy
Macaulay's
But It
the escalade of a snow fort.
Five minutes latei
was a near thing.
and Ilozicr might have seized the pres-

-τη.

π ρ „r..d.ieed η revolver whk'b
hitherto h:ul re
□mined hidden in
1er·
a
pocket.
haps its bullets
were not meant
for an enemy. lie
fired at the tail
man.
A violent
swerve of t he

idency himself.

the
And now as to the night and

next uny.

took
Itusso and his diminished staff
BraPhilip's little army as u nucleus.
as
zil had duly elected I>oin Corria,
the news
provided by the statute, and
epread like wildfire. Before morning
the Liberationlsts were 10,000 strong.
Before night closed the roads again

two Irregular
ranks of soldiers
screened e η c b
from the other.
An opening of-

fered. and
man who had
gled ο u t Ι)
Corrla for

Dom
the Pesquejra genius wrote to
and pointCorria under a flag of truce
ed out that he served the president,
not any crank who said he was presiin
dent, but the honored individual
their
whom the people of Brazil placed
trust. Dom Corria replied in felicitou.·the
terms. and, as the newspapers say,
for
incident ended. The navy sulked
uwhllo, because it held that llusso'.s
was not
treatment of the Audorhlna
cricket or baseball or whatsoever game
most to the Brazilian sports-

the
sin

ο η:

1ι1<

special vengeance
tired again. The
bullet struck
Coke lu the
The val·
HE pulled de SYLVA breast.
ASIDE.
Jant tittle bkJj,
the floor.
per staggered and Rank to
His fiery eyes gazed up Into Verity's.
"Damme if I alu't hulled!" he roared,
his voice loud and harsh, as if he were
giving some command from the bridge

In a gale of wind.
David dropped to his knees.
"For Gawd's sake, Jlmmie!"

riage," he said.
"Whr?"

"Because that charming girl loves
another man, but feels that she Is
bound to you. I understand the position at last. Mr. Bulmer, you cannot
wish to break her heart and drive that
One young fellow, Philip Ilozier, to

Come, now! Let you anil
this thing together. Possibly when she agreed to marry you she

despair.

me reason

did not know what love was. She Ls
high minded, an idealist, the soul of
honor. What other woman would have
consented to be separated from her

friends on Fernanda Noronha merely
because it increased their meager
c hauces of safety? IIow few women,
loving a man like Philip Hosier, who
is assured of a splendid reward for his
sen-ices to this state, would resolutely
the claims of her own heart in

to keep her word?"
Bulmer had never heard any one
of
speak with the crystal directness
Corria. Euch word chipped
Dom
which he
away some part of the fence
had deliberately erected around his
Certain facts had
own intelligence.
found crevices in the barrier already.
Dom Corria broke down whole secRut he was a hard man aud
tions.
on
stubborn, and his heart was set
Iris.

"You are mighty sure she is wrapin this young spark?" he

"Were 1 uot I would not have interFirst ask
Take my advice.
fered.
ask
yourself au honest question, then
the girl. She will answer. I promise

you that."
«Tm a rich man,"

persisted Dickey.

«Yes."
"Nobody forced 'er

one

way or the

other."

One wonders, though,
'Tossibly.
Andromwhy she hid herself on the
eda."
said"—
"It's true, I tell you. David
"Who is David?"

"lier uncle."
man
"In England, I take It, if a
woo
wishes to marry a girl he does uot
her uncle. Of course these customs
vary. Here In Brazil"—
about
Then Bulmer said something
Brazil that was uot to be expected
In
from one of his staid demeanor.
as the cause
Brazil
he
regarded
fact,
of the whole trouble, and his opinion
concerning that marvelous land coinand
cided with Hozier's. Ile turned
a
walked away, looking a trille older,
ho
trifle more bent perhaps, than when
came out of the house.
An hour later Dom Corria aud Carmela met In a corridor. They were dis-

cussing arrangements for

a

speedy

ran into
move to the capital when Iris
them. Ilor face was flushed, and she
had been crying. Much to Carmela'e
amazement, the English plrl clasped
her round the neck and kissed her.
"Tell your father, my dear, that he
has been very good to me," she whispered. Then her face grew scarlet
again, aud she hurried away.
the
president.
"Excellent!" said
"That old man ls a gentleman. His
friend is not. Yet they are very much

Odd thing!
alike In other respects.
Carmela. cara. can you sp:ire a few
minutes from your invalid?"
"Yes, father."
"Go, then, and find that young Ena

the guns of the Maceio artillery.
who
Meanwhile Dom Corria, the man
two cirAid not forget, was puzzled by
cumstances not of national importance.
San Benavides, never a demonstrative
lover where Carmeia was concerned,
was a cliijKiîed man. He was severely
wounded Curing the tight, and Carmeia
nursed him assiduously, but there
could be no doubt that he was under
there.
her thumb and would remain
unThe indications were subtle, but

mistakable.

Carmeia

even

Miguel

instant of terrible silence, as
between the shocks of an earthquake.
same
"Now, come on!" shouted the
Into
voice, and Philip Hozler rushed
his scouts
the ballroom, followed by
No
and a horde of Brazilian regulars.
of that
one not actually an eyewitness
would believe that

at Rio de Janeiro.
lie was far more perplexed by the
untimely wrath of Philip Hosier. He
thought of it for at least five minutes
-est morning. Then he sought Dickey
Culmer, who had Just quitted Coke's
bedroom and was examining the rare
ilirubs that bordered the lawn.
"What news of that brave man?"
asked Dom Corria, and his deep voice

unexthat tore in at them from an
fled without
pected quarter, the rest
for
another blow. They raced madly
their horses, to flud that every tethered
hands of this uew
group was in the
contingent. Then the darkness swallowed them. Dom Miguel's cavalry

vibrated with real feeling.
"'First rate, sir," said Dickey. "The
bullet is extracted, an' the doctor says
Leastways,
e'll soon be ail right
that's wot Iris tells me. I can't talk
Portuguese mesolf, an' pore old Jimmle's langwidge ain't fit to be repeated."

disbanded.

At once the medley within died
Men had no words as yet to
down.

astounding development.

rival
Dom Corria went to where his
His
was dying.
Dom
Miguel
lay.
look
eyes met De Sylva's in a strange
but
of recognition. He tried to apeak,

The president laughed.
"He is what you call a bundle of
contradictions, eh—a rough fellow with
•

the heart of

a

ball? But be saved my

He stroked his chin as he went out
to pronounce a funeral oration on those
who had fallen during the tight.
"1 think," said he reflectively—"I
think that Carraela dislikes that girl.
I wonder why."
Philip had never, to his knowledge,
It was
seen the Senhora de Sylva.
therefore something more than a surprise when the sallow faced, willowy
girl, black haired black eyed and most
demure of mannor, whom be remembered to have mei In the gateway of

Las Flores early 09

three

onre

little do!ls
and

Clara belle
belonged. to three

An.-i belle.

Madge. who
girls n&uied Lillian. Folly

little

Anne

and

Sue.

Now. as the three little girls were
nice children and fond ol their dolls
the dolls led very happy lives. Every
morning they were washed and dressed and given their breakfasts at a
dear little round table, and every
ulght they were put to bed In three
comfortable little beds.
So the three dolls led very regular
and quiet lives uutil one day wbeu

Iris bad just titilsbed writing a letter,
dictated and much altered In
style, to Mrs. James Coke, Sea Yiew.
Ocean road, Birkenhead, when a gentle tap brought her to the door. She
opeued It. Her wrist was seized, and
she was drawn into the cot idor. She
had no option in the matter. The tall

young man who held her wrist proceeded to squeeze the breath out of
her, but she was growlug so accustomed to deeds of violence that she

did not even scream.
"There Is a British chaplain at Pernambuco," was Philip's Incoherent remark.
"I must ask my uncle!" she jjasped.
No man
Leave that to me.
"No.
living shall say 'Yes' or 'No' to me
where you are concerned, Iris."
"Do not be hard with him, I'hlllp.
dear. He was always good to me, and

—and—I have grown
of you."

a

wee

bit afraid

"Afraid!1
lou are so mucn oiuer, so
"Yes.
much sterner, thau when you and I
looked at the Southern Cross together
from the bridge of the Andromeda."
"I

was

a

man

now.

φ

φ

boy then, Iris. I am a
have fought and loved

I

and suffered. And what of you, doar
heart? We wont through the furnace
Wlmt of the girl who
hand in hand
has come forth a woman?"
φ

φ

φ

φ

φ

When Coke
pronounced fit for
comfortable l ravel David Verity ant!
Dickey Rnlmer conveyed him homo.
took with them drafts on a Lonwas

They

don bank for amounts that satisfied
every sort of claim for the sinking of
the Andromeda. Judged by the compensation given to tlie vessel's survivors, there could bo no doubt that
the dependents of the men who lost
their lives would bo well provided for.

At odd moments David and Dickey
the partnership.
Bulmor discussed
The young people w< uld bo homo in
two months, and then Philip was to

into the business.
"We're growing old, David," said
an'
Dirkey. "I've got plenty of money,
Dut there's
bit
now,
a
'uvo
tidy
you'll
an'
one tiling ueether of us enn buy.
come

that's youth."
"I don't want to be young again,"
said David, "but I'd like to go back
Just a year or so—no more."

"Why?"

"Well, there's bin times w'en—w'en
I'd 'ave acted different. Wot do you

lay, Jimmle?"
Coke, thus appealed to, glowered at
liis employer.
"Say!" ho growled. "I say nothink.
I know you, David."

Iris attended Carmeia's
wedding during their hoiieymoou. The
cathedral at Itio do Janeiro was pack-

Philip

and

ed, and Iris

was

quite inconspicuous

among tho many richly attired ladies
who graced the ceremony by their
presence. Nevertheless Colonel Salvador San Bonavides favored lier with a
peculiar smile as he led his bride down
the central aisle.

She laughed, blushed and looked at

her husband.
"Yes, I saw him," he whispered.
"But I never feared him. It was you
that made me sit up. By the way, old
girl, let us cut out the reception. I
want to call at the bank and at a simp
In the Itua Grande. You will be interested."

Well, being a good and loving wife,
Bhe was Interested deeply. Teu thoueand pounds was Dom Corrla's financial estimate of the services rendered
by Philip, and Iris was absolutely
dumfounded by the total in milreis.

Historlo
a
Course.

English

tion and is not near any town, says the
London Tatii>r. It is on a bill the top
of which Is shaped like a horseshoe
the space between the two horns being
represented by a deep ravine. The
the
course runs round the horseshoe,
start being at the end of one horn and
the finish at the end of the other. The

llehman, Philip Hozler. Tell bloi that
the engagement between Miss Yorke
and Mr. Bulmer Is broken off."
Carmela's black eyes sparkled. That
wayward Wood of here surged In her
veins, but Doui Corrla's calm glance
dwelt on her, un J the spasm passed.
"Tes, father," she said dutifully.

were

partly

The Goodwowd race course la quite
a staunique. It is a long way from

joXj

There
named

go to her."
She loft lilnv there, more shaken
than he hr.d ever been by thunderous
sea or screaming bullet.
Visiting the s'<-k is one of the Christian virtues, so Philip visited Coke.

Race

"I HAVE QB0WN A WEE BIT AFRAIO Οι
TOO."

Tenants For
The Doll House

can

Something About

announced

lie blessed them and remarked that a
really smart" wedding would be just
the thlug to inaugurate the new reign

"Ah, a healer, Indeed!" but he frowned a little.
"lie is in demaud today. lie asked
me to tell you of one most succe«sfnl
The—er—the engagement
operation.
between Miss Iris Yorke—is that the
name—and Mr.—Mr.—dear me"—
"Bulmer," scowled Philip, a block
of ice in the warm air of Brazil.
"Yes, that is it. Well, it Is ended.
She is free—for a little while."
There was a curious bleaching of
Philip's weather tanned fa e. It touched a cord In Carniela's impulsive nature.
"It Is all right," she nodded. "You

FAMOUS GOODWOOD.

Salvador thftt he should obey Carmeia.

thrilling spectacle
determined
a fight waged with such
malevolence could stop so suddenly
It
Flores.
as did that fray in Las
men of a
was true now as ever that
mixed race cannct withstand the unand his
foreseen. Dom Miguel fallen
cohort decimated by the leaden storm

sisted.

TUE END.

the date of their marriage.
Dom Corria remembered, of course,
what San Benavides and his daughter
had said when they all met in the bailSalvador
room. It seemed to him that
was tcii. :.; the truth and that Carmeia
But he
« η that occasion.
was tltjlj
let well enough alone. It was good for

was an

to his teut and asked for lilui.
She introduced herself, and Philip
was most polite.
"My father sent me"— she began.
"I ought to have waited on the president," he said, seeing that she hesitated, "but several of my men are
wounded, and we have so few doctors."
"Doin Corrla is a good doctor himself," she said.
"Ills skill will b» much appreciated
in Brazil at the present moment," said
he, rather bewildered.
"He mewls broken hearts," she percame

But her voice came back when Philip
took her to a Jeweler's and the man
produced a gold cross on which blazed
four glorious diamonds. Dom Corria
bad given her a necklace many times
more valuable, but this—
"For remembrance!" said Philip.
"Oh, my dear, my dear!" she mur
mured, and her eyes grew moist.

w*re

he

choked and died.
Then the living president stooped
He mnrmured
over the dead one.

hold of the argument.
"Look 'ere! Wot are you drivin' at?"
demanded Dickey, now in a white
He bad yet to learn
heat of anger.
that the president preferred a straightforward way of talking.
"I want you to forego this mar-

it was not even professional
football, it said, but an acrimonious
hint
discussion was closed by a strong
from the treasury that pay day might
much
be postponed iudefluitely if too
made of a regrettable accident to

blast you"—
"Fire!" shouted a strong English
volvoice from without. A withering
windows.
the
open
through
crashed
ley
Full twenty of the assailants fell, Dom
de Barracn among them. There

this

brilliant eyes on Bulmer's vexed face.
"There's no Oh' about It," growled
"It was all cut an' dried
Dickey.
weeks ago, an' she 'asn't rued of 'er
bargain yet, as far as 1 can make out."
"You mean .that the marriage was
arranged before the Andromeda sailed?" said Doin Corrla gently.
"W'y, of course. It couldn't very
well be fixed after, could it?"
"No—uot as between you and her.
I can vouch for that. Forgive me, Mr.
I have a daughter of marBulmer.
riageable age, you know, and I speak
Do you think that It is
as a iHirent.
a wise thing for a man of your years
to marry a girl of twenty?"
"If I didn't I wouldn't do it."
"But may it not be selfish?"
Then downright Lancashire took

man.

Sarve me dam
"Yes. I've got It.
No busiuess to go
well right too!
Look 'ere.
ag'in me own pore old ship.
Verity. I'm doue for! If you get away
from this rotten muss see to my
If you don't—
missus au' the girls.

meet

"Yes."
"She's not my niece. She's"—
"Your granddaughter, then?"
"No, sir. That young lady 'an done
me the honor of promlsln' to be my
wife."
"Ob!" said -Dom Corrla, Using his

appeals

moaned.

was

as a

bolted.

plane. Prayers and curses « 'nu t ^
He was stupefied wit.
on his Hps.

He

annoyed.

ped up
day. Instantly the twenty-nine chargWith equal celerity the advance growled.
ed.

'er do what she can." lie said
"She doesn't know wot Is 'appeulii
If she was on'y watchln she »
now.
bo a ravin* lunatic. God 'clp us all.
We've got ourselves into a ulce u'.c. >.
But If Dickey Bulmer's simple w-orib
exalted him Into the kingdom of the

A

lived in

and largely by Philip's methods
leader.
He never asked his men to do anything that he did not do himself, and
they were never dubious as to his tactics, since he invariably closed with
durany Nationalist detachment met
ing the day's operations.
About midday, then, they came upon
the advance guard of a column sent
off a week earlier by the expert at
Pesquelra with instructions to arrive
at Las Flores before sunset that very

playing*

life, and t^iat naturally counts for α
good deal with me. And bow Is your
niece after last night's terrible experience V
"My niece? D'ye nieau Iris?" demanded Bultaer, obviously somewhat

spoke English and deny
Bahia, partly by signs order

the Germans, who

strian

fear.

the

excellent shots and acquainted with
every yard of the wild country within
They
a radius of a hundred mile:*.
would fight auylmdy if well led, and
here it may be observed that when
Philip called on them to storm the
ballroom he said "Come on!" between
which curt command and its congener,
"Go on!" these half breed warriors

te.
combatants iris would have
draw the half demented girl Into the
little haven with the other women.
But Coke thrust her back, shouting:
She'll set aboui
"Leave er alone!
vou If you touch her!"
Dickey Bulmer. too. who was disa fortitude hardly to be e..
pected lu a mau of his years and hal

a

from

firemen

soldiers, and one man at arms trained
on the European model is worth ten
of the Brazilian product. The remaining twenty were hlllmen, good riders,

a

Verity occupied

so

Andromeda;
three were Germans from the Unser
Fritz. But the whole eight were ex-

and

fiend.
Once when a combined rush dio
the defenders nearly on top of the non-

heroic David

exciting story

ings of fortune which led to Philip's
timely reappearance at Las Flores.
His troop of scouts consisted of
twenty-eight men. Five were sailors

^

Its. thought that Interference

PftESIDENT PRESIDES.
the

rudely interrupted is resumed
it muy be well to set down In
their sequence the queer work-

^

put!

(HAMDLGK,

CHAPTER XVIII.

Ij.s

possessed of

a

"A Mr. Bulmer, I am told." he said.

ai.«
llnser Fritz. Bulmer. Verity.
not
such of the Brazilian ladles
fled to the upper rooms at the Initia·
vollev looked out on an amazing but. n
De Sylva, no longer young nnc
ery.
never a robust mail, had been dragged
from mortal peril many times by hb
hat.
Carmcla
adherents.
devoted
suatche<l a machete from the fingerso.
a dying soldier and was fighting like
one

knack of

rare

answering a straight question in
stralpht way.

between- |

a|

Cream Balm

said to Dom Corrla.
The president had a

Clod»

sometimes decide the hazard
life and death the window nearest thai
end of the room where the sailor*
shrleUlng
strove to protect a
He.
men had not beeu broken In.
then, was a tiny bay of refuse, l-rom
it the men of the Andromeda and U.<

immediately!
plenty!

CATARRH

standing a white haired old man, an
Englishman, a stranger. Bending over
Coke and wringing bis hands In incoherent sorrow was another elderly
Briton. A fear that Philip had never
before known gripped his heartstrings
He was pale and stern, and his
now.
forehead was seamed with foreboding.
"Who is thfct with Miss Yorke?" he

husnie^

XtTe-Katherine

Remedy

~~

flrst furious hall of lead had spent Itself No man thought of quarter uoi
ceased to stab and thrust until he fell.
When 300 desperadoes meet li.ty o*
like caliber in a hand to hand cou diet,
when the 3(H) mean to end the
and the fifty know that they must di
lighting fo.· choice, but die in m
event, the resultant encounter will
eurely be both fierce and brief.
Bv one of those queer chances which

clothing

NORWAY,

looking at Iris. Her eyes were
shining, her Hps parted, yet she did
not come to blm.
By her side was

=J_

by Edwmrd J

Brazil

was

C

a|

(.OftBslPrices in Oxiord Gounly.

aw
=^3v

is your debtor.
As for
me, I can never repay you. I owe you
my life, the lives of my daughter and
of many of my friends and the success of my cause."
Philip heard klm as in a dream. He
"All

el; do not touch the foreigners unless
they resist!"
COUP OF THE NAPOLEONIC ORDER.
With yells of "Aimjo De by va.
ARME LA went back to a house"Morto
por revoltados!'' the assailants
bold tbat paid scant beed to ber
closed In. Neither side owned mauawas
Dom
Corria
screaming.
zlne r'.fles. so the fight was w ith matbere. bareheaded, his gorgeous chetes swords and bayonets when the

|: lotThey

into

His

CnAPTER xyn.

What cause the undesirable changes
ami conditions of milk, and how can we I
control them? Certain minute forms of
life—germs or bacteria—find in milkl
just the medium in which to multiply.
They increase by the millions within
few hours. They remain dormant at Ι
low temperature, and we may hold them I
in check by cooling the milk. The thing
I
to do, however, is to keep them out.
Where do these bacteria come from,
and bow do they get into the world?!
The dust from the hay-mow when feed- I
ing, the dust and dirt falling from the
cow's sides and udder when
are so many vehicles conveyiug count-1
less bacteria. They fall iuto the milk

pail

hardly won.
quiet glaiice sought Philip.
"Thank you, Mr. Hozier," he said.

more

Author oi the "Pillar of Light.
"The Wings ot the Morn
ing" and "The Captain oi the
Kansas."
Copyright. 1909

thought after-

near

ward that he said:
"Is it worth itî Who knows!"
But he was eurely president now.
Seldom have power and place been

LOUIS TRACY

cannot do
good
yields.
the work of two good men. A small
farm well tilled and everything on it
the best of its kind will turn out bright
dollars and make happy owners. Our
tields, our stock and our dairies are not
earning what they should because there
is not enough mooey put into them.
Ilammer away on better methods, seeds
aud stock, more specializing, not only in
communities, but by individuals. Busicess and professional men have done it.
Horticulturists have done it. But the
farmer is pounding away without an end
in sight—not growing this year what
was cheap last year, but going deeply
into whatever brought big prices last
year, and thus missing it both ways.
Let us do some few things well and stick
to them.—D. E. Howatt in Country
Gentleman.

Even

•omething. Those

S. %

Tbe voice of our agricultural presa is
mighty one, but they who will not
listen cannot bear it. Only the desperately ill follow closely the advice of the
physician. Therefore, the tone of your
paper and its kind is not sufficiently incisive, does not ring out like tbe alarm
bell that has a mission to perform and
knows it will be listened to and heeded.
This kuowledge weakens your effort and
permits countless good things to slip by.
Why? Because it is worse than useless
Where is there a
to bring tbem out.
single farm on which every dollar and
be profitably
that
could
h<>ur of labor
expended is used? Is there a farm in our
country that contains no waste land, no
dirty corners, no foul fences or unsightly spot»? Is there a farm in all of our
tair land that is returning a protit from
every inch of its surface? You know
there is not one. Some small gardens
are clean and profitable over all tbe surface. The owner of the garden is nut
more industrious, ambitious or intelligent than the owner of the farm; but he
has the means, the labor and the entire
power to control the situation.
Our railroads are built, equipped and
operated, seemingly at a protit; but the
directors offer bonde—into the millions
—that they may increase tbe rolling
stock and double their earning power.
The average farm is 150 acres, the average capital to carry on the farming work
is nothing. The implements, tools, harness, wagons and horses are of as little
valpe as it was possible to obtain. Then
there is generally some debt about the
place. The operator is handicapped because be is behind in every direction.
Land should bo fitted, manure should be
out, seed should be in—endless things
fthould be done, and all at once, too.
Discouragement and slip-shod methods
follow. Smaller farms are less troubled.
Much larger ones are not worse off;
they cannot be, even the large estates
of the very wealthy are not capacity
producers or a thing of beauty in every
part. It is an American trait to be land
poor, and it is the one great evil of our
country. The great cry is land—more
land—and still more land! Never mind
what you will do with it, but get tbe
land. If the power of a czar was given
to me, and prosperity were my eole desire, laws or commands should issue for
workiug capital to twice the value of
the land, the greatest care of homemade manures, tbe use of tbe best seed,
the destruction of all but thoroughbred
sires, and a mighty war on all weeds and
insect pests—such ruliug would bring
happiness and prosperity.
Business enterprises cannot flourish
without capital, farming cannot make
money without money. Land will not
produce without fertilizer and labor.
Good crops cannot be grown with poor

practical njrrlculturtl topic

A Good Farm

Capital

a

MnUo<l

Dentiet,
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The

result of this Is that the equestrians
who on other courses contrive to sec
both srart and UuLsh by the simple
while the race
process of riding across
Is In progress cannot do so nt Good
wood. They must elect which thej
will see ηud remain there. Ou the
other hand, the course Is very easy to

follow with glasses
The races a.s an Institution are com
paratlvely modern, but there must
have been hunt races and matches on
this course since the days of William
III., when we hear of the Goodwood
hunt as in existence. In 1S00. how
Duke of Richmond
ever, the theu

made a new course, which is practical
ly the present one. In ISO] the coiirw»
cele
was completed, and in order to

brate this a regular meeting was got
the assistance of
up by the duke with
the hunt and some ο dicers of the Sua
sex militia and yeomanry, and prixes
to tiie value oi about £1,000 were put
sum In those
up This meant a good
days This was the first Goodwood
meeting of Jmportauce. and from that
nu uuuuul event.
it b··"

previous day, year

*

THE DOCTOll LOOKED VEltY GRAVI

their three little mistresses were away
at schoci they heard a great bumping
and scraping on the nursery stairs,
and

Into the

nursery

pressmen carrying

a

came

large

two exdoll

new

bouse.
You may believe the dulls were exOut wbeu the children came
cited!
home they wen· so taken with the
doll house that they furgoi the dulls,
neglected lh«*in and broke their lieurts.
The dulls decided then and there
that they would uot stand it any
longer
Consequently when the children came to play with their doll house

the uext day they fuund all their dolls
lying stiff and straight.
When the three little girls discovered these alarming symptoms in their

dolls they were mu< h worried, su they
called in Johnny Jenks, a little boy
who lived next door, who always acted
as doctor when the dolls were ill.
When he heard that there was something serious the matter ho came in

great hurry, only stoppiug to put on
his professional dress and to stick his
medicine chest under his arm.
"Oh. doctor." cried the three little
girls all together, "our dolls are very
ill, and we don't know what is the
a

with them!"
After they had told him the whole
story and explained to him the symptoms the doctor looked very grave.
"This is a very serious case." he said
"l'ut
in his uio^t professional tones
the dolls to bed at once and feed then#
on sugar aud water for at least a
matter

After that I should recommend
change of air. Take them down to
if
the front «arden for an afternoon
any more alarming symptoms appear
send for me at once."
week.

a

"Thank you. doctor. said the three
little girls. "We will do just as you

say."

So the three angry dolls were put to
bed forthwith and were nursed with
such care that their tittle inlstressed
had uo time tut the uew doll house.
As the tuvalid dolls were basking
comfortably in the sun in the front
garden lit the end of (lie week they
saw another expressman come in at
the gate, this time carrying a small

package.
"*

-J

——

...1%..·

·!><>*

Ια ··

ιΐιηκ

n·h lu.

eaeb other. "More trouble. 1
pered
suppose. Well. I don't c.-ire. I simply
won't pluy in that doll Douse."
Then they shouted to the express(υ

"Go away; go away!"
But. being just a man. the expressman didn't pay any attention to what
they said. and. in fart, in· didn't even
hear ιItfttt. but kept on his way up tlio
path to the house. When tbe ihlldn<n
heard thai a package tiad been left fur
them they entile tumbling downstair*
num.

what It was.
"These
Ou the outside was written
belong with the doll house. I forgot to
put them In."
"What can it lie?" cried the children.
"Then* is everything In the doll house."
And they «m (In· strings in ba>re. Inside they came upuii η lui of soft paper,
and Inside were a whole family of tiny
•lolls Just Hie right size for the doll's
lu see

house.
"IIo\r

perfectly lovely!"

cried

the

-hildren
"How perfectly lovely!" erled the
"Now we won't
three Invalid dolls.
ever have to play In that cramped little
tloll house again."
And the prospect had such a good effect upon their constitutions that when

the doctor called he found bis patients
In a most

completely recovered and
cheerful frame of mind.·

"There, my dear ladles," he said to
the three little girls when he left, "yon
see the goad effects of a sugar and water diet f.nd a change of climate."—

ttecord.
Philadelphia
>
•
Surmounting

■

Difficulty.

A man of tact always manages to
of β
get out of a difficulty. The clerk
il
parish in England whose business
was to read tbe first lesson In the
church came across the chapter in
David In

which the naines Shadrach,
occur twelve

Meshach and Abednego
times.

It extremely difficult to prothese names, he went through
tbe chapter referring to them as "the
aforesaid gentlemen."

Pludlng

nounce

Her 8elf Possession.
"Miss Oldcnstle Is always self possessed no matter what happen·."
"Well, she ought to be seeing that
she has bad practice In the self possession Hue for at least lblrty-flv«

years."-Chleugo Record-Derald.

Elusive Economy.
Economy, unlike charity, doeen't usually begin at home. In fact, economy
doesn't begin anywhere as often as (I
should.—Atchison Glob*

<
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Misa Edna M. Luce has returned to
her home in New Vineyard.
Mies Agnes Brown haa returned from
Wilmington, Del., where she went to attend the funeral of the late Major
Brinckle.
v
Admiral Kimball was called to New
York last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Atwood attended the commencement exercise» at
Bowdoin College last week, their eon,
William E. Atwood, being a member ol

Terms :—#1.50 year If paid strictly In advance
otherwise #2.tX) a juli. Single copiée 4 cents
a

All legal advertisement*
Adtkktiskmkkts
are riven three consective Insertions (or $1.9
contract)
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertls
en.
Job Pkiktijiq —Sew type, fast presses, electri»
low price
power, experienced workmen and
combine to make this department of our buel
—

ness

ÎâSÎVm'·

*·
Baptist Church,
tor
Preaching every Sunday at 10 Ao a. *
Sim.laySchool.t 12. Sabbath
at 7
Prayer Meeting Thure^y eve>iln*
Covenant Meeting
MWay
the 1st Sunday of the month at SSOlP· *· A.
not totherwise connected are cordially invited.
Klrst

complete aud popular.

'^Si»aday*wae

observed as ChUdren's
the Universalist church. At the
of
the
close
regular service, six children
vrer* christened by the pastor, Kev. υ.
A. Knickerbocker.
Mr and Mrs. Chas. L. Shaw of Auburn visited rela'ives here over Sunday.
Mrs. Loren B. Merrill haa been visiting her sister, Mrs. Chaa. E. Waterman,
it Mechanic Falls recently.
Frederick T. Case, Esq., of New \ork,
was at the summer home here
and Sunday, returning to New Yor»
Monday. Mr. Case goea to Europe soon
for the summer.
Mies Gertrude Harlow of Dixfleld wai
the guest of relatives here last Wednea·

Coming Event*.

Day

Soutl
June ».—Republican county convention,
Paris.
June 2».— Western Maine Old Fellows' field day
South l'aris an I Norway.
lune 29 —Republican state convention, Augusta
June J!».—Oxford »'omooa Grange, wl:h Fred
ertfk Rtble, Otlsfield Gore.
June 39,30—Oxford Association of Universal
lets, Andover.
Congresslona
Second
June 3D.—Republican
District convention, Lewlston.
2 —Democratic county convention, Soutl

at

tilling Time—
Hling up the Cost

The library of the late S. P. Mayberry
Buckfleld.
West Sumner.
Bethel.
of Portland, which wu dispersed at
arrived
MIm
Nathalie
bee
bad
a
Wlthington
Chandler
Walter
sbingling
Mr. Fred Merrill returned from Grand
vendue in Boston on Jnne 14,15
of bis barn home from Farmlngton Normal Sobool publlo
Rapid·, Michigan, Sunday, aocompanled Wednesday and bad the roof
and 16, included a copy of the Report uf
Saturday morning.
shingled.
at Bethel on
Mr·. C. P. Buok of Traverse City, the Centennial Celebration
The spring term of school in the Pleasevening the Medical Aeeocla26, 1874, and a copy of David
ant Pond district, tanght by Miss M. A. Michigan, is at home for a short stay, Augaat
tlon of Oxford County met at
of Norway, the former
24.
having been called here by the death of Noyes's History
Hotel. Many of the physician· In the Heald, closed Friday, Jane
sold for 9.75 and the latter for
being
arher
Dr.
J.
C.
Caldwell.
Rumford
of
Abbott
father,
Mrs. dementia
county and their ladle· were present. A
H. P. Shaw was at home from Ram- $.62 1-2.
the sommer
short programme wa· enjoyed. Dr. Mor- rived Thursday to spend
over Sanday.
ford
her
with
is
here.
She
brother,
boarding
rl· Richardson of Boeton, a specialist,
A WOMAN'S GREAT IDEA,
Hon. John D. Long of Hingham,
presented an able paper. Mr. King won James Buck.
la how to make herself attractive. But,
made
a flying trip to his native
Mrs.
and
E.
Small
G.
Mass.,
Mrs.
the
daughter,
the highest praise In the manner
to be
who have been visiting town while attending the commence- without health, It is bard for ber
banquet wa· served and the whole affair H. S. Robertson,have
in face, form or temper. A weak,
at Hebron.
exeroiees
ment
home.
lovely
returned
in
Farmlngton,
was a grand success.
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron and Mrs. sickly woman will be nervous and irHerschel Llbby of Carthage, who bas
Mr. Dana Hall has purchased a lot on
and
Kidney
have been in Lewiston attend- ritable.
in
this
school
Constipation
term
of
Bradbury
the
resia
will
erect
spring
and
taught
Kilbourn Street
blotches, skin
village, went to Farmington Thursday of ing the Universalist convention tbie poisons show in plmpjes,
dence on the "bungalow plan."
wretched
and
a
complexion.
exer- week.
eruptions
Tuesday a large delegation-went to last week to attend the graduating
spent the day But Electric Bitters always prove a godI Lewiston to attend the Universaliet Con- cises at the Normal school, where he at A party of young ladies
want
women
who
beauty
send
to
health,
WedNorth
a
closed
He
Pond,
very
has been a student.
Camp Indigestion,
and friends.
25. nesday.
They regulate Stomach,
Lewis Sanborn, one of Bethel s successful term here Saturday, June
An auto party from Hebron were at Liver and Kidneys, purify the blood;
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe, who have
oldest citizens, passed away
at Rum- Hotel Long for supper Wednesday even- give strong nervee, bright eyes, pure
Mr. Jameson Finney has moved into been spending several months
home. Mrs. ing.
breath, smooth, velvety skin, lovely comthe rent recently vacated by Miss Laura ford, have returned to their
Miss Merle Turner, who has been visit- plexion, good health. Try them. 50c. at
much
is
health
Howe's
very
improved.
H
Mrs. Emily Young ie working for Mrs. ing friends here, returned to her home F. A. Shurtlefl à Co.'s.
Prospect Hotel is now brilliant with
in Hallowell Wednesday.
D. Small.
D.
its electric lights.
Take a Foot-Bath To-night
Dr. and Mrs.'Harry Ûlrich have arriv
Or. E. J. Marston and Mr. Pettingill
Mrs. Henry Austin has been spending
A fter dissolving one or two Allen'· Foot-Tabe
ed
at the home of Mrs. Ulrich's parents, (antiseptic Tablets fortbe foot bath) In the water.
several days with relatives and friends of Buckfleld were In town Thursday.
tenThere is a bad leak in the aqueduct Mr. and Mm. T. H. Lunt, from theii It will take out all soreness, smarting ami
at South Paris and Norway.
derness, remove foot odors and freshen the f et.
which lessens the supply of water. One home in Baltimore.
Ruth Hamilton, Colby,
Mies
Allen's Foot-Tab* Instantly relieve weariness

^Monday

I

That'· what joo get lo the medical
eye treatment·.
Glasses are the real medicine of the

ProeP^

eye.

A bath in hot aalt water la eoothing
and beneficial to Inflamed eye·, but
GLASSES will give permanent relief
when fitted by US.

fE BACK UP
YHAT WE SAYHAT'S THE FAIR WAY.

if, small leak has been located and stopped
daughter of Rev. Alexander
another larger one.
formerly pastor of the M. E. church, Is but there must be
H. T. Heath has bought an organ ol
visiting friends in Bethel.
Mrs Ε T. Russell and daughter Shir- P. G. Barrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Johnson of Strickley. also Miss Mary Shirley, came from
Brooklyn to their summer home W ed- land Ferry were in town Wednesday.

nesdayj

Qreenwood.

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Murch have gone
to Block Inland, R. I., for a visit to Mrs,
Murch'e brother, Dr. Carroll Ricker.
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding is in Rumforc
with her daughter, Mrs. Stanley Bisbee
for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Nulty went tf
Brunswick to attend the Bowdoin gradu
ation. Their son, W. B. Nulty, is one ο
the graduates.
Mise Amy Shaw returned from Bob
ton, Priday having completed anotbei
year of teaching in the Sherwin School
The Chas. N. Harris circus exhibitec
here Priday to a fair sized crowd.
Every Odd Pellow is earnestly request
ed to make an effort to attend the flelc
day at South Paris the 29th inst.
M. W. Forster of Dixfield was in towi

RICHARDS,

S.

8Mr.

Trunks, Bags,

My

and Suit Cases

a new

line is the

28

largest
Do

my line before you

or

you will
Suit Ca»e.

and ray prie*

not

buy.

fail

Saturday

Paris.

^Arrivals

f;round,

I

I

.u

Price,uI

Just Half

WHITE, BLUE, PINK AND BLACK,
AT

—

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

I

Republican

MAINE,

NORWAY,

Convention

We'itfIncited

[see

50 doz. Hose Supporters

successively
^ Twaddle and family with a
PERRY DAVIS' PAINKILLER
It isn't generally good sense to keef
number of friends attended the wedding
from bee stings
Inflammation
and
the
draws
pMn
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
in
of Dr. Wldd Twaddle and Miss Agnes harping on aoy one thing, however
and Insect bites. Soothes and allays the awful
Brooks at Upton, Wednesday. Dr. teresting at first, until it is run into the
itching of mosquito bites. 25c.,35c.and 50c. bottles.
nal
Blue Stores.
but
since
as
tho
in
is;
saying
successful
a
is
Twaddle
physician
Suit
Cases.
Trunks. Hags and
was mentioned last week w<
The Shaw Business College.
Fryeburg and Mrs. Twaddle was a for- ey's comet
ohn A. Farrlngton late of Lovell, defeased ; I
fDANC ft Pfk·
the liberty to speak of another
Suits and Coats Marked Down.
mer pupil at Gould Academy, and both will t&ke
will and petition for probate thereof presented
mon
much
a
Good-bye, Dandruff.
rather
or
who
facsimile,
being
i»y Franc·» E. Farri gton, tue executrix 1
at the Hubbard House thi have many warm friends in Bethel
Killing Time.
therein named.
first
mentioned
than
the
interesting
wish them many happy year».
ProNate Notices.
week :
past
since we saw them both.
Llvln L. Ludden lute of Canton, deceased;
Τ Notices of Appointment.
Mrs. Ε. H. Guyer, Rock Islaad, Ills.
Next to Talking.
will and petition for probate thereof presented
West Bethel.
The sun was about an hour high wher
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hill. 1...
30 Do/. Hose Supporters.
by Preston Barker and Silas L. Wright, tbe
time; it went into a hazy cloud, just dens<
Edward R. Guver, Rook I«tond, Ilto.
••Summer le with ue; sweet,
Notice of Bankruptcy.
executors therein named.
sweetj«ummer
β
Ida*
tbe
earth
F
Bock
.Ills.
MlM Alice
I
glad enough to give it the appearance of ι Thursday.
Guyer,
We're awakened In morn by
Mr. and Mrs. A «. Rogers, Portland.
rull· E. Ludden late of Canton, deceased :
Dr. A. E. Cole attended the Knigh
red hot ball. To the left, a pale ref I
State
Mlsi Chapman, Bethel.
We 11 et*to the noies of the robin anil thrush,
will and petition for probate thereof pr sented
A
several degrees, ex Templar outing at Waterville this week
Frank Burbank, Bethel.
While sinking their prals· In the morn β roe) streak extended
by Silas L Wright, the executor therein named.
Mr and Mr*. <> 9. Ham. Lew la ton.
thi
with
the
distance,
I
panding slightly
Miss M. E. Moulton, Lewieton.
with the beauty, our lips breathSetsejr A. Knight late of Rtimford, decease :
West Paris.
solar
like
a
comet
whole
object looking
will and petition for probate t ereof presented
.!. Ν Small. Boston.
ί
Kuth
>
for
thi
closed
to
The
schools
will be held in
when
described
Hop
summer
1>T.femes
S.
attorney
so
called
Mrs. Η P. Gookt, Portland.
Wright,
those
and
Priday.
village
long
To Him wtomide duteous
kl h, the executilx therein named.
Miss P. G. Goold, Portland.
days."
good number of the parents and friend
people.
E. J. Ham an 1 four. Portland.
City Hall. Augusta.
The weather during the past week ha > of the pupils attended the closing ex
Hose M. Bowker late of Paris, deceased:
remem
lias
The Hon. John P. Swasey
will and petition for probate thereof presented
•|
"Roeee. roses, all my song.
been fine for crops, the most forwan I ercisee. It is understood that Principa
Rosea In ihe gorgeous feast,
Wednesday, June 29, 191C bered Hamlin Memorial Hall by sendin) ; I
by Oecar F. Bowker, the executor therein
and haying commence! I Mixer will not return for another yea
been
have
hoed,
I
named.
Roses In a royal throng,
to its library many volumes of the an
If it continues favor as he has a better position at an increas
AT 10 O'CLOCK A. M.
on a small scale.
from the east.
rosy
9u-glng
nual reports of the Commissioner ο
Neorge rarrls late of Oxford, deceased ; petiMr. Mixer's resignation i
Fou t h of July, much of th > of salary.
the
to
able
fo
candidates
of
nominating
I
tion for license to tell and convey real estate
For the purpose
Rosea all the rosy way,
Education, also reporta from the De
corn will be of the average size on tha t deeply regretted as he has been a ver
Governor and State auditor to be supported
Roses to the rosier west,
presented by Lll:lan M. Karris, administratrix.
latte
The
sue
of
and
transacting
election,
Agriculture.
<lav
I
pirtment
of
the
al
the September
Where the roses
He was preaentei
r|
successful teacher.
day. Speaking of the Fourth, let us
to the absent friend is the receiving George Clark late of Sumner, deceased; petiother business as may properly come before It.
to night's unroey breast.
have beautiful illustrations of fruits I
Cling
hi
;
tion for order to distribute balance remaining
hope something will turn up to preven with a solid gold Masonic pin by
The basis of representation Is as follow.
The
meats, etc., in their natural colors. Twi
In his bands presente.1 by Charles L. AlJrlcb,
The days are now at the longest.
the big fight between Jeffries and John
pupils as a token of their esteem. Mi.s of a letter from that friend.
Each city, town ami plantation will be entitle
administrator.
other books. Kural Hygiene, by leaa :
t
Wild strawberries are ripening.
the
two
to one delegate, and for each 73 votes cast ft
teacher
for
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tha
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to
come
is
booked
which
year
Stoehr,
past
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son,
written
if
even
In
a
cheap,
19US
for
Governor
letter,
candidat»·
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lran
the Repub
William Brewer, M. D.. and the Travel I Schools closed last week for the long
William 4>ammon late of Stoneham, dein the primary room, also does not ei
day.
additional delegate; and for a fraction of i
bee
course
have
B.
is
of
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
of a Lady's Maid by A.
II summer vacation.
Anil now to turn to a more congenia 1 pect to return which is a matter of π ι- shoddy writing paper,
votes In excess of 73 vote», a further addition!
remaining In his hands presented by Walter
ifiven recently. The former is from th
Vacancies In the delegation of an
The "Glorious Fourth" will be eele- topic in connection with that nationa I gcet as Mîhs Stoehr has exception!
delegate
more
much
how
L. Gray, administrator.
but
city, town or plantation can onlv be tilled b
library's unfailing friend, Miss May, an 1
here on June 30th.
intend t 3 ability in teaching and training childrei
Franklin
festival.
the
vacanc
Grange
In
which
the
residents of
county
on the Alonzo Kinsley late of Norway, deceased;
if
written
will
it
the latter from Miss 0. P. Stokes, whoa s Ι
last
wife
and
τ w. Vashaw
spent
furnish a picnic dinner on that day, an 1 She was presented with a sum of mono y |
exists.
for determination of collateral lnher.
The State committee wl'l be In session In tli
generosity in former years is grateful >' Week with friends in Canada.
tance tax presented by Jame» S. Wright,
therefore take this method to notif r by her pupils to buy an appropriai ®
"Made in Berkshire"
paper
ante-room of the City Hall at nine o'clock of il
for Adam Kinsley, executor.
Groremembered.
in
Field
or
attorney
t
A
tha
the
close
of
r<
the exercises
Grange picnic
Day
each and all persons belonging to
gift. At
day of the convention, for tue purpose of recel'I
The schools closed another auccessfu
vor's Birches Thursday drew out a bif! order, to furnish what their conscienc e freshments of ice cream and cake wei β
In order to
G core· Clark late of Sumner, deceased; petiIng credentials of delegates
At this season rain falls at any hour withterm Friday aud the list of those no
tion for determination of collateral Inheritance
eligible to participate In the convention, del
and duty dictate for the purpose; th ρ served.
tax presented by Charles L. Aldrlch, adm nlsis worth
absent is an exceptionally large one a *
gates mint be elected subsequent to date of tl
comAn ounce of
that
the
out
Rollins of Auburn was in this
are
th
0
&
Mr.
L.
for
Rev.
S.
and
Mrs.
t.
I.
These
to
towards
Macduff,
papers
paying
go
proceeds
trator.
call for this convention.
follows:
village Saturday and Sunday.
stable.
AU electors of Maine, whatever their politic
Mann, Miss Delia Lane, Miss Minn ® bine
grange
late
of
deceased;
K.
Bennett
Paris,
appearJennie
money.
quality,
high
Gerald CuI*>"
Beatrice CurtU
affiliation may have been, who believe In tl
After weeks of clouds and rain, gooc
Edgar H. Morgan, who sold his fan η Lane attended the Universalist stal
Bret account presented for allowance by
<.u curtln
the Republics
Maynard Curtis
Let us sell you a Rain Coat that will keep
»
general principles and policy oftbe
I weather may be expected for the drylns several
and absolute correctness of
ance
weeks ago, has bought Sylvest« r convention in Lewiston last week,
Walter L. Gray, administrator.
^Uce Hutrhlns
poll-i In tl
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party and desire Its success at
the
1
lof
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thei
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Mr. and
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I .«-on Proctor
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Cole's place, and intends to move
first
that
coming election In this State, are cordially
deceased
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of
are
late
Buckfleld,
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Miller
papers
you dry.
style. They
vlted to unite under this call tn electing delegab
Merton Riiwaon
Raymon l bhaw
The Wbitten & Dennison Poet Care in October. His
Auburi
Cora Morgai ι, their cottage, Lake Grove,
and fin 1 account presented for allowance by
Alexander Stearns
to the convention.
for
Zl.pba s lattery
have been first in
I Co are receiving so many orders foi finished her workdaughter,
Charles H. Prince, administrator.
for Mrs. Horace Beri y They have as guests, Mrs. L. H. Penle
I Settle Thayer
Per order, Republican State Committee.
I printing all the presses are being rui 1 of Bryant's Pond on Wednesday, and s Mrs. Leona Ridlon, Miss Alice Penle
BYRON BOYD.
C. Morse of Norway, ward ; final acOne half day:
They are the best for every Edwin
years.
FRANK H. BKIGGS,
count presented for allowance by N. Dayton
Mrs. Emma Mann.
now visiting her sister, Mrs. E. L. Dui iAlice Curtis
and Cb is. F. Whitman, guardians.
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not
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Secretary.
George Slattery
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and
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lawn party,
they
The masquerade ball at Grange Ha
I
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Augusta, May 2,1910.
One day :
beans baked in the ground by old sol
Isaac IV. Andrews late of Woodstock, deScott Merrill of Norway did not gi >t Priday evening was well attended and
80LD BY
ceased ; first account presented for allowance
Llla Proctor
Charlie Hammond
diers. will be held in Grover s Bircbei 1 the Nelson Jackson farm that he wantei I, good sum was realized for the benefit
Under this call, the towns and plantations
Prices.
at
A Fine
Willie Tuttle
by Frank B. Andrews and Alva M. Andrews,
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on the afternoon and evening of Jun< 1 the owner, Mr.
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Shurtleff
numbers of delegates respectively :
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All
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The Army and Navy Journal
A new cement sidewalk has bet
cordially
of it to some other person, who ie no w
deceasStoneham,
late
of
SOUTH PARIS.
William Gammon
Men's Fine Wool Rain Coats, well made, nice
OXFORD.
13 contains the following biographic! il tend. Remember the date. Thursday on the place. Sorry for Mr. Merril 1, laid from Masonic Hall to the post offii
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much
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and
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since be wanted the farm and we
Gray,
improvement.
Albany.
Norway,
fitting, mixed colors. Price only $15.
i ; Oxforu,
Andover,
Dr. and Mr«. Wheeler attended tl
him for a neighbor.
Brinckle, formerly of this village: Lieu >. I place known to you all.
Clark late of Sumner, deceased: finit
George
to many $18 to $20 coats.
4
Paris,
Bethel.
Col. John K. Brinckle, U. S. Α.,
'·
account presented for allowance by Charles
The school in this district will clos e annual meeting of the Oxford Associ
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Other
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Seldom is the loss of a good upefu 1 weeks and taught by Myrtle Ring. T1 e
Roxbury,
June 15.1910. He was born in Penney 1Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Leslie of Andovi ΙΓ A Clean
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Alonso Kinsley late of Norway, deceased;
for
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Everyone
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3
Scalp
Adam
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for
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by
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vania March 31, 1838, and was graduate d man so mourned as that of Dr. J. C
D
scholars were well pleased with the ir came to Dr. Wheeler's Tuesday.
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Stoneham,
Denmark,
Kinsley, administrator.
He was a] >- Caldwell.
Who Wants One.
Mackintosh and Oil Suits always in atock.
from Delaware College.
Leslie returned Wednesday. Mrs. Les!
S
Very few families of fort; teacher and learned well.
Stow,
Dlxfleld,
4
Chaae late of Plxfleld. deceased; petiSumner,
Frveburg,
pointed to the Army May 14, 1861, aa a vears' experience, but that at some tim< *
A Sabbath School has been organize d remained for a longer visit. Miss Lillii iT1
Parisian Sage will kill all dandruff Ilenry
1
Sweden,
tion for license to sell ami convey real esta'e
Glteal,
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Woodstock,
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Hanover,
mac throughout ihe Civil War.
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thereof preID, It will stop falling bair or itching ed ; will and petition fo- probate
ceived the brevet of captain April 0,,18» i, cherish his memory and many will tee ' who attended last Sabbath.
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Mexico.
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Π battle of Sailor's Creek, Va., and tt el
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
Dr. Atwood of West Sumner has tw< •
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ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
Mexico,
prevent the bair from turning gray,
1
gallant aud meritorious service in tt e I making a very favorable impression as ! 1 Charles Raymond, who now is a stab e Mass., Friday, to attend the wedding )f tbe danger of becoming bald will vanish.
Total,
Newry,
NOTICE.
campaign terminating with the surrei ι-1 physician and a citizen.
keeper in Portland, has spent nearly a their relative, John Dunham,
31
Parisian Sage is a daintily perfumed
Orville Barrows continues in pool week as the guest of Bsnj. F. Virgin, a
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
der of the insurgent forces under Gei ».
L. C. Bates has purchased a new aut >- hair
that is not sticky or greasy. baa been duly appointed
tonic,
executor of the last
The Gram! Trunk Railway will «ell round ti
Robert E. Lee. He was retired Aug. 2 Γ, health.
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ticket» for a fr.re ami one third, ami the Mai
I Parisian Sage is sold by druggists ev- will and testament of
Geo. Maxim, who has been at tbi 1
1S90. with the rank of major for disabi IMr. McEgan of New Brunswick, Mr
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erywhere, and by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. In the County
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Central Maine General Hospital
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of bane ball Monday, the 20th. Tt e Mrs. Vaughn and child of Rumfoi d bottle
Second District Republics
what
and
learn
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against the estate of aald deceased
to-day
lieutenant colonel April 5, 1909, f r I home before this item is read, as he n game was an exciting one and watche d Palls have been recent guests at L. 8 l· a
Tbe girl with are deslreu to present the same for settletonic it is.
Convention.
delightful
Civil War service. He is survived by a improving daily.
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will find

j

price.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

I

I

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

S

v

\

OS? (

I

perpetual pleasure

from
perfect pianos.
but admires them;
interested in the price.
give

Ο.

Ε.

quality

TOLMAN

No musician
but is

S*moct*l

®sf«rr«

tue

Mrs. Scott Marston and son were in

OeetUoo»:

Lewiston and Auburn Saturday.

railway.

P. W. Bounty is building a stable at
the rear of bis house on
Spring Street.

CutnmenclBff June W. 1M·»
SOUTH

TRAIS# LKAVK

>u!''i,y

"

i

0

PARI#

Mr. and Mrs. John Everett and

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dunham were
guests of frieuds at Bryant's Pond Sun-

V -vP *·. >und»y only.

the day# are grow„ H a sad fact that
ing charter.
Ktifh Blood is at borne from
M
Wast
v
h

M

,.f red

t-

hydrants,

paint

old and

evening.

has beeu put on

Mrs.

Orono,

new.

"la F. Xealof Lewiston has reSited her father, George Wise.

graduate

Miss

■'

guests

Esther

her son Frank, of
of ber sister, Mrs.

^Leonard

nurse,

is

Catherine (*. Brigg*.

the

of Boston, a
guest of Miss

M. Cox and daughter of Banquests of her mother, Mrs. W.

Miss Helen M. Porter, who has been
in Portland several weeks, spout Sunday, June 19, at her home.

Porter, who teaches in
her home here for the
Tii«?r vacation.

All stores, batiks, offices and other
business places of South Paris will close
all day next Monday, July 4th.

\

Frot?>iogbam.

κ·

are

Hardin.

Bath was a guest at G.
the first of the week.

»

j ,r
(i

j,

Barron and

Miss Green of Berlin has beeu the
guest of her cousin, Ernest H. Herrick,
during the past week.

»i·,

M

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Hall entertained
few friends at their home Saturday

kj,j p. Chapman and family speDt
with relatives in Bethel last
v. 5

,j

« ev

L

;

a

wngof

ι';ϋ··Η·

m-

day.

ok Seminary.

τ

daugh-

ter, Lena, visited in Bryant's Pond Sun-

«lAiiy ; srrr.*.

a

y

painting

Mrs. Lucinda Spoff >rd of Lewiston
visited her parents here Sunday.

,ΟΓΤΗ PARIS POST OFFICB.
7 30 a· M- to 7 *> r. ■*
τ «ru*

crew are

Col. Wm. B. White of Boston it a
truest at Alfred H. Jackson's.

SOUTH_PARJS.

0|iA>D

®,n* Md

~

Odd Fellow·' Block:

^

-u«ie K.
1β at

Mass

r.

..

j

Mk
(III
w.

evening.
auto-, a·

6.

1

7.
8.

9.

:

tiday

graifiui.

Μ: -κ: Mrs. Halph Edwards attended
At tbe porch meeting of the W. C. T.!
the fi.
iu picnic at Bet be! Saturday.
The s;
.1 train for the picnic, which I I. at Mrs. Mortou's last Tuesday, a
r
interesting paper on "The
went
.>,'h here about 10 A. M was j « penally
tin
if six passenger care and a bag- 1 'lower Garden an a Hobby," was read
and most of the care were com- 1 y Mrs. Alice E. Maxim, which the
îat;
1 )i?mocrat hopes to give its readers in an
f Ml j :iiled.
s arly issue.
Τ
:*iiiversalist state convention drew
a bum her of our people to Lewiston last
Charles E. Merrill has been at home
The 101
Tu<·.-i iy and
Wednesday
rom Bate* College for a few days, and
Kar
wild west »h«>w uu Tuesday also
Miss Alice Merrill, i
ras accompanied by
sue
d the travel between here and ·, rbo is also a student at Bate*. On their
Lew, .-ton, aud some managed to give
eturn they were accompanied by Mr.
! j lerrill's mother, Mrs. L. S. Merrill, who
m
or lees attention to both eveuts.
1
Κγλτ»k E. Barrows has purchased a •rill remain in Lewiston fur tbe com- ;
this week.
1
h
lot on Pine Street, the second lot nencement
norti of the high school building, aud
The Sunday evening meeting of the
will huild upon it this season. George'.
foung People's Christian Union at the
which
the
will
build
!
R.
irumond
house,
, 'niversalist church will be omitted as !
w
two stories, similar
>e 26 χ >10 feet,
isual during July and August. The'
Peterson
tot:
>ne erected by Robert
egular quarterly meeting of the church
last year.
vill be held next Friday evening, and a
IV
Lodge of Masons conferred the ο trim union service will be held at the
hurcb at β o'clock Sunday evening.
M. M degree on three candidates at its
rec tr meeting Tuesday evening. There
Tbe Delta Alphas enjoyed their field
from
visitor·
wen· λ large number of
lay, which was the last meeting for tbe
<>v >r<! Lodge at Norway, and a few
eaeon, at Gibson's Grove Friday evenAfter the lunch
from
tiier places.
the
*L
followed the lodge, there was a tig. With several invited guests,
Tho
inmher present was seventeen.
seaf speaking and singing, with J.
and
was
made
car
by
rip to the gtove
Κ King acting as toastmaster.
A baked bean supper, with all tbe
ioat.
Fourth
A*
\
is
the
Glorious
affair was
was
and
the
Monday
tixings,"
served,
—w
·τ that Fourth be safe and sane,
enerally enjoyable. Although without
or
and insane—the Democrat will
Dtentiou, tbe tield day came on the fouronce ri.^re be deferred until Tuesday.
eentb anniversary of the marriage of
Tlii' i.
is vanity and vexation of spirit,
Ir. and Mrs. Ordway.
bu· λ
:he precession of the equinoxes
If you bad been at the fair grounds
ors
ampler astronomical movement
'rtday afternoon, you would have seeu
tin· h
lay· are now getting away from
ome fancy ball playing, and you would
M Q lay, and tbis won't have to happen
lso have heard some of the most aptgam >r two or three years.
>roved hollering. A ball game between
The Democratic county convention
he Masons of Norway and Tarie was the
*i ! be held at the court house at 10
bief feature of the observance of St.
o'clock next Saturday.
Col. F. W.
ohn's Day, which was under tbe auifor
Planted, the Democratic candidate
ice* of Oxford Lodge of Norway, with
governor, and Hoe. D. J. McGillicuddy,
η invitation extended to the Masons of
can
:it* for congressman in this diehe two towos and their families. Na»trie' «il! be in attendance and speak. A
irally the teams included a number of
cau
for the legislature from the
as well aa perhaps a few
district composed of Paris, Bucktield las-beens,
ever-weres, but there was some tall
anil V ,t->n Plantation will be named by
ilaying. Norway had challenged Paris
the de't'gates from those towns.
At tbe end of
ο a seven-inning game.
he seventh inning the score was 13 to 9
Ham: α Lodge, K. of P., will spent!
the Κ irth at Gray Birches, the cottage
α Paris' favor, tius giving the challenge
Some of the old fellows
of Wa ter L. Gray on Like Pennessee?me to Paris.
waesue
lidn't feel quite laine enough, so for fun
Public conveyance will be by
two
street ear and boat. The boats will leave
innings m>re, and at
bey kept on
N'irwa» at i>:00 o'clock. A basket picnic he end of the ninth the total score was
'lioner at 12:1*) o'clock. Beans baked in Τ tu 13 in Norway's favor. On account
the sir >und, coffee and lemonade will be
f showers In the early afternoon, and
ither causes, there was not a very large
furnished by the lodge.
Each part?
please bring plates, cups and spoons. ^tendance, as compared with the whole
Members and their families are invited. lumber of Masons in the two towns. A
At the meeting of the lodge Friday dcuic supper was eaten in tbe grand
tand. That celebrated past master of
term
evening, officers for the

j

j

j
j
j

j

j

>

WW·

chosen

Ç.C.—Enrierv
JJ
£*»·-Τ
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as

follows:

coming

The full board of State Assessors was
here for the meeting of Thursday, con»">tioif of George Pottle of Lewiston,
chairman, W. .J Thompson of China, Ε
Μ Johnston of Brownville, and James
fttinmer. clerk. The assessors of quite
» niimher
of towns were present with
their valuation books for consultation.
The biiNiness done at these meefings
consist* of a brief examination of the
hook· by the state assessors and an inquiry by the state assessors into the
correctness of the assessment. This
eeneraliy ti«kes the form tiret of an inquiry directe»! to the represeitative of
the town by Chairman
Pottle, somewhat
m this
form: "Do you think that the
***es>iments as vou have made them
»e»e represent
pretty nearly the fair
♦alue of the
property?" To which the
Ι,<Λ»1 assessor
replies: "I think they du
"present about the fair value. Of
course some of them
may be a little
and some of them may be a little
V· but as a whole they
represent the
value." This question and answer
aveiiome variations in form, but hardly
*ny in substance. Further
questions
answers frequently relate to special
eaturee 0f the assessment. Then the
Mee*sors go back home, aad gen•y add five or ten
p-<r cent to tbo
mat ion of the
towns, thoagh not In all
st*te
'"•essor· came here
»
?
Fr.eburg,
Ufg' and WWt

I

HomfoVJ

Mr. Horne.
Reading—From Mr. Dooley,
Mr. Parker.
Medley—From the South,

Temple Quartet.

Duet—Cruel tlx,
Mr. Horne, Mr. Drake.

,romh^to|

Eleanor Clifford,
Abbott,
Edith A. Doten,
Howard AIdiicb,
Elmer T. Dean,
Ivy H. Everett,
Wilfred Davee,
Doris Graves,
Paul B. Fletcher,
Ada McAlleter,
H. Bernle Hardin,
Floyd Harlow,
Earl A. Johnson,
Bernard W. Leach.
Ernest Porter,
Those absent one-half day were:
Ruth Hemingway,
Robert Dennlson,
Hester Ordway,
Alan C. Miller.
Alice M. William,
Promoted to fifth grade:
Harlan

Marlon Gray
Elsie Gray

Exercises were held in Mies Hatch1
Thursday afternoon. The roon
was decorated in green and white, tin
class colors of the graduating class, am
tbe class motto, "Climbing higher," wa
illustrated by a ladder made In the sami
colors. The programme of tbe exercise
room

was:

8chool

Song,
Rosay—Colonial Days,

Lulu Davli

Chester Easson

The following program was given at
the Porter Street Primary School on
Thursday afternoon:
School.
Song, Nlxle Plxle Folks,
Lewis Woodworth.
Mr. Apple,
The Friendly Bears.
Dialogue,
Chorus of Girls.
Song, Little Ships,
It Pays to be Polite,
Elmer Dean.
Carroll McAlleter.
Tena Newton.
lttens,
The Bee,
Paul Fletcher.
Story of a Loaf of Bread.
Dialogue,
Boys' Chorus.
Snng, Shoemakers,
Louise Powers.
The Queen of the Buttercup»,
Willie Maxim.
N»w for Vacation.
Ruth Hemingway.
My Auntie's Scolding,
The Sewing Cl· cle.
Plalogne,
Ronald Tyler.
The Bear Hunt,
Roscoe Benson.
Quotation,
Ralph Clifford.
Work,
Bernle Hardin.
Quotation,
The Boys' Song,
Dewey Hardin.
What We Will He.
Dialogue,
Marlon Hollls.
The Bud's New Clothes,
The Small Bo. 's Questions,
Paul Fletcher.
Dialogue, The Fairies' Frolic,

Suotatlon,

Patriotic

Dialogue:
America,
History,
Fame,

Myra Haggett

Harold Abbott

Ethel

Philip

Hardy

Jones
James Mason
Neal Marshall
Mildred Maxim
Lillian McKeen
Lizzie M uzzy
Newell Powers
Alts Rand
Ruth Stuart
Beatrice Swett

Doris Cnlbert
Gertrude Davis

Hope Davis

Howard Davis

Joseph'ne Dean
Eva Dudley

Fryeburg Academy Graduation.
graduating exercises of Fryeburg
Academy were held in the Congregational church at Fryeburg Tuesday afternoon, with the following programme:
Music,
Prayer,

Saure

Verna A. Howe
Blanche G. Lane
Hazel C Martin
Donald E. Mason
Nettle E. Newell
C. Ernest Thurlow
Herman E. Woo lworth

Bailey
Howard S. Barry
Harold L. Blood
Helen U Davis
Angle M. Field
Allda C.

Doris L. F'etcher
Marjorle D. Gray
Gladys E. Splller

The following
one-half day:
Allda C. Bailey

pupils

|

The

programme:
Opening ptcce and

graduates

he bean-hole, Charles Sewell Penley,
was best roan, and Dr. F. W.
on hand with beans baked in the groom,
Rounds of South Paris officiated as one
iround enough for twice what were of the ushers. The maid of honor was
here.
Miss Katherine Oould Walton, sister of
tbe bride. Rev. Austin Rice, pastor of
Base Ball.
the Congregational church, performed
tbe ceremony.
With the close of the schools match
About one hundred and fifty were
;ames of ball are reduced in frequency, present at the ceremony at 7 o'clock, and
on
Saturadvertised
md the only
game
several hundred at the reception from
lay was at the fair grounds between tbe 8 to 9:30. Refreshments were served in
iadcliffes and the Ariels of Lewiston. a
large tent north of the house. An
it was won by Radcliffe, 7 to 0. Though orchestra played in tbe dining room.
here were some good plays on both Hundreds of electric lights and Japanese
ildes, the Ariels were clearly outclassed. lanterns illuminated the grounds, which
Tho RadclifTes have no game schedulpresented a brilliant scene. Mr. and Mrs.
ed for next Saturday, but have two
After a wedding trip,
forenoon and aftergames on Monday,
Wheeler will reside for tbe present with
mon, with Fort McKinley.
tbe bride's parent· at Lakeside.
Mr. Wheeler ia the aon of P. E. WeeelDemonstrations.
Spraying
er of South Paria, and was reared in
EntomoloState
Prof. E. F. Qitchings,
this 'own. He is a graduate of Pari·
in spraygist, will give demonstrations
High School, then spent a year in Waketo
27
2,
Jnne
July
field High School and entered Harvard,
ng in Oxford County
at
Peru,
June27;
Dixfleld,
is follows: At
receiving his degree there in 1906. For
in
connection
Gore,
Otistield
June 28: at
two year· he waa principal of the high
West
srith Pomona Grauge, June 29; at
school in Caribou, Maine. In July last
at
he waa appointed inapector of high
Paris, June 30; at Bethel, July 1;
are
South Paris, Ju>7 2. The meetings
school· in the Maine educational debold in connection with the grange. partment, and continued In that position
Fbe speaking will be in the grange balls, for aix months, resigning in January to
the demonstration in near-by orchards.
take a position with the firm of Arthur
Q. Walton Λ Co., manufacturera of aboes,
Card of Thanks.
of which tbe bride'a father ia the head.
that a young man ia so
We wish to express our heartfelt It is very rarely
favorite with a Targe circle
thanks to all our friends and neighbors universally a
Mr. Wheeler.
for the kind a*Hietance and sympathy of friends as ia
of the
Mr·. Wheeler is a graduate
ihown us during tbe sickness of my husSchool in tbe claaa of
band and myself, and in our bereave Wakefield High
dorai re- 1904 and of Smith College in the class of
ment; also for the beautiful
affaira
1908. She ia very active in social
membrances.
Conand among the yonng people of the
Mrs. Mary E. Bcckxam.
church and Sunday School.
Mb. αχώ Mas. 8. C. Cuaxis.

gregational

Τ

The special feature of the commencement at Hebron Academy last week, oatside the ordinary routine, was the
formal transfer of Atwood Hall, the new
boys' dormitory, from the building committee to the trustees of the academy.
Thin took place on tbe campus Tuesday
afternooo, following tbe class day exercises, the programme of which has already been given.
In bis remarks formally transferring
tbe building, Hon. George D. Bisbee of
Rumford, chairman of the building
committee, reviewed briefly the history
of the academy, and its rapid growth in
recent years, through tbe munificence of
its good friends. He spoke particularly
of tbe late William H. Atwood of Buckfleld, a former trustee and active friend
of'the academy, and eaid it was through
tbe gift of a eon of bis, Kimball C. Atwood of New York, that Atwood Hall
was built.
Mr. Atwood was the donor
of $10,000 on condition that 920,000 more
be raised to go with it. This condition
was met, and the result is the new dor-

The response to Mr. Bisbee for the
trustees was made by Hon. John D.
Long, one of the steadfast friends of
the academy. Governor Long indulged
in some reminiscences of his early days
at the academy, to which he looks back
with great satisfaction. In regard to
tbe building, be noted that $10,000 had
come from tbe Bray estate, and that the
other 910,000 bad been made up in smaller amounts, and he put always foremost
those whose contributions have been
smallest, because they are like the widow's mite, and like the mustard eeed,
develop tbe largest growth. Governor
Long was heard with great interest by
the people assembled on tbe campus.
Principal Sargent supplemented Governor Long's remarks with tbe statement
that it was through Governor Long's
solicitation that the large contribution
had come from the Bray estate, and also
related his interview with Kimball C.
was
Atwood when his contribution
made.
Kimball C. Atwood was not present at
the affair, but Mrs. Atwood was there.
The new dormitory, Atwood Hall, is a
handsome building o( brick, containing
treasurer's office and other public rooms,
for sixty-three
and accommodations
boys. It is well equipped, and furnished
with all modern conveniences and comforts.

gramme as follows:
Anna J. Bicker, Boecoe Dunn.
Piano duet,
Praver.

I

|
|

performed.

Affirmative.

Preston N. Hall, Taunton, Mass.
Fred M. Romkey, Tenant's Harbor.
Arthur J. Minister, Gardiner.

Neoative.
Ralph L. Blanchard, Cumberland Centre.
Mavnard M. Wheeler, Tenant's Harbor.
Cedrlc E. Thurston, Andover.
Judges.

Sarah E. Eastman.
Amy A. Phllbrook.
Maude R. Gale.

Percy Bt. Richardson. C. E., Portland.
I Ralph T. Parker, Rumford Falls.
| Jesse M. Llbby, Mechanic Falls.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon.
Rev. E. P. Wilson.

are:

LITKRABY COURSE.

Sybil G. Barker, Fryeburg Center.
Geraldlne Bassett, Lovell.
S trah E. Ea«tman, Green Hill, Ν. H.
Helen C. Hodsdon, Fryeburg.
Maude R. Gale, Jackson, Ν, H.
Theresa S McLoy, Conway Centre, Ν. II.
George B. Newman. Fryeburg.
Helen F. Pease, North Parsonsfleld.
Jessie H. Walker, Fryeburg.
Ann B. CartT. North Conway, Ν. H.
Clavton Ν Heath, East Conway, Ν. II.
William W. Lewis, Bartlett, Ν. II.
Amy A. Phllbrook, Conway Centre, Ν. H.

The award of prizes:

IMPROVEMENT.

Boy, Earl Fox; girl, Marlon Haley.
COMPOSITION.

Mntldo βλΙη.

tavus
ay ford.
Denmark—C. E. Cobb. E<lwln Plngree.
Dlxdeld—J. 8. Harlow, M. W. Forster, N. S.

Stowell.

Bradley, Tobias L. EastFryeburg—David
man, Edward W.Jones, Dean A. Ballard.
Gllead-T. A. Wight.
Greenwood—H. M. Swift, C. B.Tebl.ete.
Grafton—Ernest Farrar.
Hanover—Winfleld 8. Howe.
Hartford—Orlando Irish, G. E. Corliss.
Hebron—H. H. Merrill, W. Scott Bearce.
Hiram—E. W. Bosworth, A. F. Berry. H. W.
Merrill.
Lovell-E. N. Fot. E. T. Stearns, W. S. Fox.
Mason—J. A. McKenzle.
Mexico—W. C. Stevens, A. E. Davis, L. P.
Knowlton, Eugeno H. Dorr.

Gustave I'orter
Arthur Wltham.

A.

Newry—II. if. Hastings.
Norway—John A. Roberts, T. P. Richardson,
Charles P. Barnes, George H. Dunn, H. F.
Andrews.
Oxford—John B. Robinson, Roscoe F. Staples,
George L. Wilder.
Paris—Walter L. Gray, N. Dayton Bolster,

song,

Ernest FCIaeon

Wlnslow.

class of thirty-seven received diplomas.
The list of members of tbe claee, and
the programme of exercises, have already been published.
Tbe address to the graduating class
was given by Hon. Payson Smith, State
Superintendent of Schools.
At the conclusion of the commencement exercises on Wednesday, the following winners of prizes for the year
were announced :
English, Ralph L. Blanchard, Cu-nberland
Center, $10.
L'itln, Lucv Teague, Hebron, $lfl.
Mathematics, Viola E. ConaDt, Winterport,

Absent one half
Doris Cole
Hazel 8wan

Frank A.

Taylor.

Loren

B.

The funeral wae held on the following
Friday at the home in Lowell, Mass., of
another of M·. Silver's daughters, Mrs.
E. W. Lovejoy. Interment was in Edeon Cemetery, Lowell, where the final
Masonic rites were enacted by officers
and members of the William North
Lodge, of which Mr. Silver bad for many
years been a member. He had also been
affiliated with the Pilgrim Commandory,
K.
T., of Lowell. For over half a
century he wax a resident of Lowell,
For
where he was highly respected.
many years he was an overseer there in
the Lowell Machine Shop, and later was
in the employ of the Atherton Machine
Company. His age at the time of his
death was 09 years, β months and 13
days. For two years preceding his death
he resided in Somerville.

Hon. Thomas J. Lyons, commissioner
of labor and industrial statistics, announces that he has secured the services
of William E. Lawry of Augusta and will
take steps at once to comply with the instructions of the last legisture to "collect, arrange, illustrate, publish and distribute in this and other states, authentic
information in regard to the resources
and attractions of Maine, showing the
advantages the state has to offer to man-

Not

Maud

tardy:

nominated James W. Brackett of
Phillips for chairman, to succeed Leroy
T. Carieton of Wintbrop. Mr. Carleton,
who la one of tbe best known men in
Maine, was a candidate for reappointment, and not in many years has there
been so warm a contest in this state for
any appointive office. Mr. Carleton has
been chairman since 1805.
To succeed Mr. Brackett as a member
of the commission, Governor Fernald
nominated Blaine S. Viles of Skowhegan.
Henry C. Prince of Madison, publisher
of the Madison Bulletin, formerly of
Buckfleld, was nominated state librarian,
to succeed Ernest W. Emery, tbe present
Incumbent of the office.
Payson Smith was renominated as
state superintendent of schools, and Justin M. Leavitt of Kennebnnk as state
liquor commissioner.

or

Cox

Luther Mason
Rosle Perry
Guy 8wan
Gladys Swan

Hazel Swan

?

Thursday afternoon the following
gramme was given:
When I Sew,
It Pays to be Polite,
Lincoln, the School Boy,
Dialogue, The Months,
What a Lttt'e Girl Heart),

pro-

Doris Kerr.
Leo Walton
Osma Abbott
Twelve Children
Maud Cox
Hazel Pratt
Anna Dufresnc

My Auntie's Scolding,
One,
Margaret Judd
Mamma's Darling,
Hazel Swan
Suppose,
Bernlce
the
of
Simpson
The Queen
Buttercups,
Luther Mason
Jack Frost, Artist,
Wlllard Cleaveland
Their Menagerie,
His Ambition,
Guy Swan
Gladys Starblrd
Our Clock,
A Plaint,
Margaret Judd
8cho<>l
Ten Little Brothers,
Helen Eraeley
Cleanliness,
Doris Cole
Vacation,
Henry Howard
The Bonflre,
Blcbard Blake
A Penny,
Two and

promoted

Buth MoWhorter
Sadie Clark
Stanley Greene

▲nnl· Clifford

ι

day.

[

cure

one-half day during

$21.50 Worsted Suits for
$18 00.

Misses' $13.50 and $1150
Suits for $7.50.

Greatest Bargain of the Sea$25 and $22 Suits
for $12.50,

$18 Fine Serge Suits for
$12.59.

trip.

$5 00.
Mrs. M. II. Merriam is al her Falmouth white cord, 11 gored side pleated skirt,
Misses' and Children's Coats, nearly
Foreeide cottage for some weeks.
colore navy and black. This 318 suit
Dr. Albert Thompson, wife and daugh- for $12.50.
all colore, 25 per cent, discount.
ter, of Philadelphia, arrived in town for

last week. Much of the
will be spent at Rock Island in
Lake Pennesseewassee.
Annette Washburn has accepted a
position as instructor in music and drawing at Rockville Center, Long Inland, N.
Y. She has held that position in the
the

summer

summer

Norway schools during the past

two

years.
Porter L. Swift has accepted a position
as assistant consulting engineer with the
Schwartzchild & Sulzberger Packing
Co. of America, with headquarters at

Chicago.

Cyril W. Foster is at Poland Spring
for the summer. Oscar Frost is also at
Poland Spring.
Stepheu B. Cummings entertained his
Sunday School class at his Hanover cottage near Howard's Pond. Among those
present were the members of the
Knights of King Arthur and C. W.
Foster, Carroll Bartlett, Geo. and Will
Leavitt. They all report a big outing.
James N. Favor and his cousin, Arthur
Tucker,

tire

Kingfield.

enjoying

James ft.

Mrs.

a

favor

(lulling trip
ana

eon

at

are

regarding what

bas

graduates.

absent bat one-htl f

Do not forget that Db. Sbth Arnold's
Balsam is tbe best known Remedy for
all Bowel Complalnta. Warranted by F.

▲. Shnrtleff à Co.

—I
B·.1r

AT

You need

who want style and good quality, the newest
fabrics and money's worth of value, you'll find what
You

men

you want in our

showing of the

\

new

Hart, Schaffner &. Marx Clothes.

You want these clothes of

make

up to

comes

highest demands

our

the

as

one

best make.

Ervctpkf

L>.
HR
a

Norway,

°"e 1>rl"

Clothier,

Maine.

Patrician

Popularity
On

their attractiveness,

of

account

their finish, their fit and their durable
Patrician Shoes constitute

graceful

most

Montreal, June 21, to the wife of J. A.
Henderson, M. D.. a son.
In Went Bnckfleld, June 12, to the wlfd of
James Richards, a son.
In Kast Sumner, June 17, to the wife of Alfred
Irish, a son.
In Krownfledd, June 14, to the wife of Elmer

delight when
Shoes
and

a son.

Low

cuts

are

v\eai

They

on

your

become

a

a

on

positive

Patrician

own.

built to feel well, look well

will.

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00.

W. O.

when

pleasure

another's foot.

In

Wakefield, Mass., June 21, by Rev. Austin
Rice, Mr. Harry Maynard Wheeler, formerly of
South Paris, and Miss Alice Jeannette Walton,
both of Wakefl Id.
In Norway, June 21, by A. S. Kimball, Esq.,
Mr. Jesse K. Brown and Mrs. Abble A. Brown,

This

special excellence.

service.

Married.

productions.

This store is well filled with this season's

up

In Brownflcld, June 15, to the wlfj of Harry
Buttrrfield, a son.
In Norway, June 12, to the wife of John Delehanty, a son.
In West Paris, June 13, to the wife of Daniel
Illhbak, a son.

buy

can

the best and newest ideas in men's wear at all times.

Horn.

Blnke.

A store where you

like this.

a store

Colds In 24 hours, cure Eeverlshness,
Headache, Stomach Troubles, Teething Die·
and
Destroy Worms. At all druggists,
orders,
25c. Sample mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
23-C
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. V.
Break

Clothing!

Men's Good

Boots

$3.50, $4.00

Frothingham,

SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

In

both of Norway.
In Norway, June 21, by Rev. B. C. Wentworth,
Mr. E. Snauldlng Clark and Mrs. Lydla Powers,
both of Norway.
In Upton, June 22, Dr. Wldd Twaddle of
of Upton
Fryeburg and Miss Agnes Brooks Α.
I,h Flamme,
In Rum font, June 20, by Rev. J.
Mr. W1 llam Hatch and M se Ida Nedeau, botu
of Rumford.
11 Canton, June 20, by Charles Π Gilbert,
Ml-·
Esq., Mr. Mlgar M. White of Dixfleld and
Ina B. Burgess of Hartford.
In Rumford, June 23. by R- v. G. B. Hannaford, Mr. Clarence A. Hall and Miss Mary A.
Akers, both of Andorer.

Died.
In

experienced
vicinity
July

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Bug

and

Insect
Killers.

BUGS AND INSECTS

are

beginning their

rav-

eat up
ages. The time to kill them is before they
the growing crops. To do this you will need

Paris Green, Bug Death,
Arsenate of Lead or Hellebore.
We have a fresh stock of all these death-dealing
Use them early and avoid
agents for Bugs.

trouble later

on.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F. A. Shurtleff &

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Co^

Algebra,

Ν. Dayton Bolster Co.
New Line of

WALL PAPERS
is now

)
•'For the past year we have kept the In the matter of
MELLEN L. COOPER, ( /· Bankruptcy.
King of all laxatives—Dr. King's New
of Paris, Bankrupt. )
Life Pills—In onr home and they have
To the creditors of Mcllen L. Cooper, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
proved a blessing to all onr family,"
Notice Is hereby given that on the 26th day of
Ν.
T.
writes Panl Mathulka, of Buffalo,
June, A. D. 1910, tne said Mellon L. Cooper was
Easy, but »ure remedy for all Stomaoh, duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
Liver and Kidney troubles. Only 25o. at meeting of his creditors will be held at the
ofllce or the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.1·.
Paris, on the 20th day of Jnly, A. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
•aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ALLEI'S
bh
FOOT-EASE,
In a Pinch,
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
shoes.
shake
Into
to
your
The antiseptic powder
transact such other b usines· as may properly
It cures hot, tired, aching, swollen, sweating feel
come before *ald meeting.
and makes walking easy. Takes tor stlog ont ol
South Pari·, June 25, mo.
Over 80,000, testimonials.
corns and bunions.
WALTER L. GRAT,
Sold everywhere, 26 cte. Don't accept any sub
Referee la BanLmptoy.
2S-4
stUate.

>^

ready.

Large

of

LINOLEUMS
room aud
Are sanitary and
We have a
wear like iron.
large line. Call and see them.

for kitchen,

chambers.

dining

A new atock of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.
The sale of Wall

Papers

at

half-price

We have the American Vacuum

35

South Paris,

is off.

Carpet

cleaner to sell

MARKET SQUARE,
-

-·ν
-

rue

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

estate of

been done during tbe past year for its

Sadie Clark
Doris Hateh
Robert Hlcka

was

full information

This is the sale every woman who wants to save money is
taking advantage of. It means a saving of from $5 to $12 by

buying

a

Any ambitious young man or woman
wbo is desirous -of bettering his or her
oondition should read carefully the advertisement of tbe Sbaw Business College found in another oolnmn, and then
correspond with the President and se

to seoond grade:
Maxtne Bennett
Lavlnla Wetherell

Tboae not absent
the term are:
Bay Thurlow
Ethel Smith
Lavlnla Wetherell
Maxlne Bennett

MARVELOUS

Suits and Coats
Marked Down

be taken a second and third time.
now.
Pan! D. Sargent, State Road Commissioner, of Augusta, accompanied by
ARE YOU GOING TO LET THIS
Col. A. B. Nealley of Lewiston, called on
friends Monday. They were going to
OPPORTUNITY PASS Ρ
relative
Waterford to attend a hearing
on
road
in
state
to change
Tuesday.
Dr. W. F. Stewart, D. D., of Detroit, Suits of
striped worsted in green and
in this
E.
church
M.
tbe
at
preached
semi-fi'ted with good quality
catawba,
Paul"
Sunof
on
"The
Religion
village
skirt that is sure to please.
his
subtbe
In
pleated
lining,
evening
day morning.
These suite are striped bluish gray of
ject was "The Coming Kingdom. Is There is only 6 suits in this lot, your
the World Growing Better?" The at- choice for 17.50.
bard twisted worsted, semi-fitted coat
tendance was very good.
with fine soft taffeta silk lined, style of
The following N. H. S. graduates are
skirt is made so an to be good for aDy
enjoying an outing at Cole's Island this
season.
This will be an excellent suit
week, viz.: Lucy Barrows, Ronell Bickneli, Gladys Buck, Francis D^nforth,
fur fall wear, only IIS.
Geo. H. Felcb, Alton E. Frost, Percy Y.
Made of serge and striped worsted,
MOIRE RAINCOATS in navy and
Fogg, Phil Haskell, Ollie Libby, Mildred with fine
quality satin lined, some black, semi-fitting, full length. Extra
Pottle, Alta Pottle, Don Partridge,
Geneva Stnrtevant, Guy Stevens. Chap- trimmed with satin, others with moire quality silk moire, shoulder lined with
eron, Mrs. Victor Partridge.
and buttons, colore navy and wistaria, water-proof satin, trimmed with hard
Among those who attended the Unl- only $7.50.
buttons. Fastens high in tbe neck, can
versalist State Convention at Lewiston
also be turned back in revers.
Were
from Norway were: Rev. M. C. Ward,
Mrs. S. B. Cummingsand daughter Ruth.
$14.50, ealo price, $10.00.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Beck, Mrs. David
SILK
RUBBER RAINCOATS in
Jordan, Mrs. M. A. Oxnard, Mrs. C. S.
son,
pretty bluu and green stripes, changeTucker, Mrs. Witt and Mrs. Perhaui,
Mrs. Emma B. Mann.
able, collar and cuffs trimmed with black
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Home and
Were
satio in fancy pointed effect.
their
are
of
Lewiston
of
occupying
family
This lot includes a large number
sale price $10 00.
·$1ΰ.00,
lake cottage.
the stylish suits made this season, of the
Kalph Harriman, formerly with P. P.
Several lots of Wool Dress Skirts in
some
in
Whita
very latest shades and materials,
has
position
accepted
Stone,
and navys marked down. Several
blacks
have deep revers of moire, others with
ney's drug store at Rangeley Lake.
$7.50.
Tbaxter B. Doughty found hie neigh- embroidered crash collars, that can be styles that were $10.00, now
now $5 98.
bor, Alonzo Brickett, at his home on the easily removed if one desires.
The Those that were $7 50,
Waterford stage road, in an unconscious
is
LONG COATS 54 inch, grayish blue,
condition Monday morning. As Brick- stylish three-button and tbe Tuxedo
ett did not go to Dougbty's for bis milk here in this assortment.
Many lined an excellent coat for fall, waist and
Sunday or Monday, Doughty investigat- with silk or peau de cygne, others with sleeves lined with fine quality satin,
ed and found Brickett lying on the floor
fine quality satin, pleated skirts, side were $12 50 now $10.
Mail received Saturday bad not been
Your
LONG BLUE SERGE COATS, satin
section pleating tbe leaders.
and
he
is
it
that
supposed
opened and by
had a shock some time Saturday. One choice of these $'25 and $22 suits for lined to waist, deep rolling collar, trimside was paralyzed and be was unable to $12.50.
med with shepherd check material and
speak. lie was taken to his niece's,
buttons, ci fis trimmed to match, were
Mrs. Oscar Cox's, where he is receiving
$13.50, now $9.50.
the best attention. He lived alone.
Capt. J. W. Nash and Mell Sampson
FRENCH SERGE COATS, 52 inch,
visited Christine Lake, Percy, Ν. H.,
navy, some with deep roll collar, trimthe last of tbe week and caught some
One of the most serviceable suits made, med with embroidered crash, others with
very good trout.
Rev. B. C. Wentworth was in Old Orstylish three button cut with extra qual- moire, were $10.50 and $15, now $12.
chard a few days last week on a business
now
ity satin lined deep roll collar with One lot long tan coats, were $8.50,
can

EDGAR M. HOWARD late of Peru,
A. B. Dolbier of FarnrijKÎrn received
lumber dealer of
In tie County of Oxford, deceased, and given
near from one shipper recently the large bonds as the law directs. AU perso is having
Mechanio Falls, waa drowned
skins. Mr. demands against the estate of said deceased are
Bootbbay Harbor Monday. With several number of 1W7 muskrat
amount desired to present the same for settlement, and
other people he was in a small boat Dolbier say· this shipment will
make payskins all Indebted thereto an requested to
which was npset by tbe wash from a to quite a little over 11000. The
ment Immediately.
EUNICE T. HOWARD.
1910.
were all first-class ones and in ver} good
resJune21st,
others
were
steamer.
The
passing
cued. Hanscom waa 82 years old and condition.
NOTICE.
married. His wife was a witness to tbe
In the District Court of the United State· for
KEEP THE KING AT HOME.
affair from a cottage on tbe shore.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

William Hansoom,

Claaon after a few re
mark· presented promotion oarda tc
each scholar.

Those

Nulty,

Bethel;

Superintendent

Sburtleff Primary Sohool, Ml·· Emms
E. Sburtleff, teacher. Tboae promote*
to third grade are:
Wlllard Berry
Helen Cummlngs
Ethel 8mlth
Bay Thurlow

a

large number of logs to the Crocket*
Bridge.
The fishing at the lake was never as
good as it is this season. The sportsmen do not destroy the black bass but
return them to the lake. It is said they

Dixfleld, June 20, Mrs. Myrtle, widow of
mark the wonderful progress of the Joseph Newman, aged 80 years.
In Norway, June 18, Mrs. Nancy C. Benson,
age. Air flights on heavy machines,
telegrams without wires, terrible war in- aged 75 years.
ventions to kill men, and that wonder of
wonders—Dr. King's New Discovery—to
TUTOR.
save life when threatened by coughs,
teacher and tutor of
colds, la grippe, asthma, croup, bron- An
wishes to tutor on
chitis, hemorrhages, hay fever and Boston and
whooping cough or lung trouble. For Paris Hill, in Latin and
all bronchial affections it has no equal.
and August.
It relieves instantly. It's the surest cure. during
Addrees "Miss M."
James M. Black of Asheville, N. C., R.
The Oxford Democrat.
R., No. 4, writes it enred him of an 24-7
obstinate cough after all other remedies
NOTICE.
trial
bottle
failed. 50c. and $1.00. A
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
been duly appointed administrator of the ostate
Co.
STEPHEN ROWE late of Woodstock,
Not only is the Maine Central experi- In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
as the law directs.
bonds
in
locomotives
menting with oil-burning
demands against the estate of said deceased are
the woods, as a protection against setting doslred to present the same for settlement, and
Bowdoln Graduates.
fires, but a road now under construction, all Indebted thereto are requested to make payto Lake- ment Immediately.
In the class which received diplomas 14 miles in length, from Winn
AUGUSTUS L. ROWE.
June21st, 1910.
from Bowdnin College Tbursdày there ville Plantation, to be used principally
of
its
obtained
right
way
for
E.
William
lumbering,
NOTICE.
are from Oxford Connty,
Sumner
Edward», from the owners of the land only on
The subscriber hereby gives noUce that she
Atwood, Paris;
condition that it shall burn oil.
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
Buckfleld.
William B.

Annie Burnet
Doris Cole
Gladys Do ran
Henry Howard

Osma Abbott
Frank Burnet
Maud Cox
Helen Emcley
Doris Kerr
Doris Merrill
Hazel Pratt
Leo Walton

Street

day only:

week.
C. B. Camming* Λ Son· have driven

Vil/.

ufacturers, capitalists, summer residents,
Primary Brackett Fish and Oa me Chairman. tourists, farmers and those seeking emMurphy teacher,
School,
For some time there baa been much ployment as furm laborers. Mr. Lawry
tbe following were promoted to the
Interest in tbe contest for the position leaves the newspaper field to take up
school
bouse:
fifth grade at the brick
of chairman of tbe Maine Commission on publicity work. He has seen service as
Luther Mason
Wlllard Cleaveland
Inland Fisheries and Game, but nobody a reporter on several papers, and during
Bernlce Simpson.
Doris Kerr
could do anything but guess as to the the past year has been the associate edThose not absent one half day are:
result, until Governor Fernald made the itor of the Kennebec Journal.
Gladys Starblrd
Dorle Kerr
appointment last Tuesday. The governAlbert Starblrd
Guy Swan.
DISCOVERIES
the Pleasant
Mise Rose A.

circus lui

visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles An•■•'crman, Walter M. Payson, South Hope, #10. drews, at Augusta.
LATIN.
CenL.
iilanchard,Cumberland
French, Ralph
Howard D. Smith, cashier of the NorFirst. girl, Blanche Ballard ; flntt, boy. Bur. ter, $10.
National Bank, attended the Maine
lclgh Moultnn; second, girl, Doris Pitman;
Greek, divided betweon Walter M. Pay sun, way
ecconil, boy, George Newman.
South Hope, and Arthur J. Minister, Gardiner, bankers' annual meeting at Bangor.
Several members of Bridgton ComIn the evening a concert was given by $10.
Sciences, Hebron Adams, Spruce Head, $10
attended the meeting at Bridgwith Mise
the Pentucket Orchestra,
General sch >lar«hlp, RalphL. Blanchard, $10. mandery
the
Maude Andrews of Augusta as reader.
Special prl/.c (or scholarship, given by Profess- ton Thursday evening and enjoyed
At the prizo recital Monday evening or Joy or the science department, John Nason trip down Songo St. John's Day.
Old
Orchard, $10.
the first prize was awarded to Agnes Mllllken,
The alumni dioner was held in SturteA DREADFUL· WOUND
Ballard, second to Lillian Bassett.
The academy has had a very succese- vant Home, with interesting speeches,
closed from a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail,
I ful year, with 120 students enrolled, and and the reception in the evening
At the re- fireworks, or of any other nature, dethe week's programme.
a prospect of a larger number next year.
prompt treatment with Bucklen's
ception Alfred Watts Newcombe pre- mands
blood poison or
Republican County Delegates.
sented the claes gift to the academy, a Arnica Salve to prevent
It's the quickest, surest healAlbany—W. 1. Heckler.
sum of money to be usod in decorating gangrene.
Andover—Svlvanus I'oor, F. P. Thomae.
er for all such wounds as also for Burns,
Atwood Hall.
Betbd-E s Kllborn, E. C. Bowler, J. M.
Boils, Sores, Skin Eruptions, Eczema,
Phtlbrook, H. N. Uplon.
Orrin B. Silver.
Chapped Hands, Corns or I'ilee. 25c. at
Rrownfleld-A. t. Johneon, J. E. Clement,
illll.
E.
Charles
Orrin B. Silver, a native of Rumford, F. A. Shurtleff À Co."h.
Buckfleld—A. F. Warren, A. E. Cole, A. E.
died on Tuesday, May 31, at the home of
tlnlUn.
Many Children are Sickly.
hie daughter, Mrs. John F. MacEacliran,
Byron—George F. Thomas.
Canton—George Johnson, Ellis Delano, Gu
Mass.
Somerville,
7
Street,
Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
Appleton
H
Tho flnaln Simifhor PntrA moilnl

Marlon Clark, Evelyn Wight, Buth WlnMow.
Bertie Clifford.
Salutatory,
Iva Record.
Récitation, Dew and Bain,
Bessie Campbell.
Becltatlon, Spring,
Ruth Thurlow.
Recitation, The Daisy,

From

Everybody attended the

The prize was awarded to tbe negaKimball and son
Mes. Merton L.
tive, with the individual prize to Mr. Houghton have gone to Ellsworth with
| Thurston.
Mrs. Kimball's parents, for the summer.
Albert H. Williamson, at one time of
is an inmate at
On Wednesday the graduating exer- the Noyes Drug Store,
in Portland.
cises weie held in tbe church, and a Dr. King's Hospital

ENGLISH COURSE.

(iENBRAL

Question—Resolved,

Hebron
That
Debate,
Academy enould Install a hydro electric plant at
the foot of Matthews Pond to furnish current for
light and for whatever other service could be

Ruth
Recitation. Two Roses.
Merrill, Ernoet F. 8haw, Edward W. Penley,
Evelyn Wight. Carl P. Dunham.
Recitation, The Dandelion,
School.
Song,
Peru—N. B. Woodsum, E. S. Newton.
Becltatlon, The Violet Children,
Roxbury—Wallace 8. Taylor.
Winifred Paterson.
Romford—Waldo Pettenglll, Walter G. Morse,
Hatch.
Recitation, The Fire Files,
Gladys
Geo. M. Locke, F. B. Martin, Mark
Frank McGlnley. Ellas Abbott,
Declamation, Out of Doors,
A. Elliott, J. A. Nile, E. L. Lovtjoy.
Wltham.
Arthur
Declamation,
poned.
Evabs.
Stoneham—Eugene
Annette Austin and Clara Noble.
The affair is open to all Odd Fellows, Song,
Stow—Almon Emerson.
Bird Game.
Dialogue,
Sumner-Geo. H. Barrows, Chas. H. Bonney.
Kebekaba, and their immediate families. Recitation.'
Annette Austin.
Sweden—W. M. Flint.
The prospect is that there will be some- Declamation,
Stanley Thayer.
Upton—A. W. Judklns.
Gustave Porter.
Waterford—Albert Ν Brown. H. F. Holt.
thing like a thousand people on tbe fair Declamation,
Maude Brlggs.
Valedictory,
Woodstck—F. P. Cole, II. D. Bryant, G. W.
grounds that day it the conditions are Class
Ode.
Q. Perham.
;ood.
Magalloway Plantation—M. C. Llnnell.
Lincoln Plantation—Η. H. Hasting·.

Wheeler-Walton.
While it was without any attempt at
ostentation, tbe promineuce of tbe parties, tbe perfection of arrangements and
the weather combined to make the wediing of Uarry Maynard Wheeler and
in
Jeannette
Alice
Miss
Walton,
Wakefield, Mass., Tuesday evening, tbe
ever
most
brilliant
affaire
the
21st, one of
held in that vicinity, according to the
Item o( that city.
Tbe wedding was at tbe home of tbe
bride1· parents, Mr. and Mr·. A. 6.
Walton, on the beautiful and spacious
grounds at their residence, Lakeside.
The ceremony was performed at 7
o'clock, on one of the lawns. Alton C.
Wheeler of South Parie, brother of the

GRADUATE

OLD INSTITUTION.

Tuesday evening tbe annual prize debate was held in the church, with pro-

Barker.

Muelc.

Exercises were held in this school
; Thursday afternoon, with tbe following

:
1

G.

Music.
Essay, Industry Is the Price of Success,

Conferring of Diplomas,
were not absent Benediction,

The Odd Fellows' Field Day.
Affrk
alsrtK an/I
oononfK
rrra/lno
is combined had exercises at the brick
Oo
Wednesday of this week
scheduled the field day of the Western school bouse Friday afternoon, with a
Maine o'dd Fellows1 Association. This
programme as follows:
iûKuciation is composed of eleven lodges, I
VI ami VII Grade*.
for You,
Song—All
Kva Andrews.
comprising a circuit extending from Physiology for Little Folks
VII Grade.
Kumford Palls to Bridgton. Tbe field Quotations,
Three Trees.
lay of this week is its first attempt, and Dialogue,
Newell Powers.
I'olnt the Landlord,
if it is a success it will undoubtedly be The Miner's
V tirade.
Song,
Blanch Lane.
made an annual feature.
Helping One Another
VII
Grade.
The
Sandpiper
Tbe parade will form in Depot Square
Ride
Myrtle IWn.
with Albert Rodney's
it South Paris at !):3ϋ Α. Μ
VI
V
and
Grades.
Proverbe,
Alphabetical
Flower Time.
D. Park, past grand, of Mt. Mica Lodge, Song
Neal Marshall.
The lodges which come on Learn a Little Every Day
as marshal.
The Household Fairy,
Mary Abbott.
the forenoon trains will form in after arVI Grade.
Flag Exercise
Bertie Wheeler.
rival. Kumford Band and South Paris Boys
V Grade.
: How the Pussy Willows Came
will furnish the music.
Summer
Hope Davis.
Prom the station the
parade will Our Heroes
Henry Wetherell.
march to Market Square, South Paris, Medley
Some Old Friends.
Philip Jones.
thence to Norway, and back to tbe fair Solo
V Grsde.
Hiawatha Exercise
grounds.
Bovs Alive.
The
Jolllest
Song,
At noon dinner will be eaten at tbe Gue«is,
Marjorie Gray.
Some Guests from Whlttler Land.
will DlaloKue
Fair grounds. The association
Harlan Dennlson,
in tbe ground, English Language,
Furnish beans baked
VI Grade.
Vacatlor,
will
and
milk.
The
Alta Rend.
bring Good bye,
people
sugar
V Grade.
whatever else they desire, and their June Song,
dishes.
After dinner there will be short ad-'
the
ShurtleiT Intermediate
From
il russes by tbe grand officers present. Of j
the athletic events, the principal one School, Miss Annie Jenne teacher, tbe
«ill be a ball game between the lodge at following are promoted to the fifth
C'auton and a team picked from the grade at the brick school bouse:
Maude Brlggs
other lodges. There will be a tug of Burton Clifford
Frank McGlnley
with teams of ten men from each Edward Grant
Annette Austin
Clara Noble

Sybil

Ulfts,
Closing Address,

j

war,

Undergraduates,

Presentation of

Blanche G. Lane
Doris L. Fletcher
C. Ernest Thurlow

Harold L. Blood
Helen L. Davis

j

Class

Mr. Parker.
Savior, Pilot Me,

lodge. For this the Mutell Regalia
Co. has offered as a prize a sword and
• heath
valued at $13. There will also
be a hundred-yard dash, fifty-yard dash
For fat men, shot put, potato race, eto.
During tbe afternoon tbe Kumford Band
will give a concert.
A special train will bring the Odd
Fellows from Kumford and elsewhere on
that line.
If not pleasant on Wednesday, the
Held day will be postponed until TbursJay, aud if Thursday should alio be unpleasant, it will be indefinitely post-

Pentucket Orchestra.
Rev. Baman N. Stone.

Music.
From tbe sixth grade, Miss L. Al:ce
Geraldlne Bassett.
Opening Address,
Wetherell teacher, the following pupils OraUon—An Evening With Nature,
George B. Newman.
were promoted to seventh grade:

Harold L. Blood has not been tardy,
the past
Dunne absent or dismissed during
school year.
Pike

Lewis Woodworth.

The

Address to

THIRTY-SEVEN

FROM THIS

F.leanor Clifford.

Poetry,

Independence,

Velma Twltchell
Bertie Wheeler
Robert Whittle

Earl Fletcher
Hattle Gowell
Fred Graves
Viola Walton

Alice Wltham.

Marlon Hollls.

Louise Powers.

Band of Youthful Patriots.
Chorus of Pupils.
Song, America.

Phyllis Taylor

OF

CLASS

mitory.

Dewey Hardin.
Promoted to foarth grade:
Marlon Hollir,
Henry Woodworth,
I.oulse Powert,
Bernard W. Leach,
William Maxim,
Ethel Walker,
Paul R. Fletcher,
Alice Wltham,
Earl A. Johnson,
Eleanor Clifford,
Tena Newton,
Bobert Dennlson.
H. Bernle Hardin,

Reading—Selected.

vas

W. Mason
\ C.—William T. Wethereli.
">
Rrneot L. Keoney.
8. Harris.
at Λ.—Lester Λ. West.
l-<;—K. ». Jones.
O.
—Wtllaril ϋ Pratt.
K of R an<i S —Carl Mason.

teaober:

Dorothy Wight
Marjorfe Partln

Commencement

following pupils

were not absent
the spring term at the Porter
Street school.
Miss Hattle M. Leach

th

Central Park.

j

last Wednesday, the
Advertised letters and cards at South
I
l She *v the recipient of a shower j 'aris post office, June 27:
of p<>st can.s, flowers from various! Mn U.C.Allitch.
I friend.·), an ther remembrances of the ; Mri I*.Κ in ma Davl*. (car<t )
Kenuey, (canl.)
of which she feels very | Ella
dav, ί r
WUUe WtKxlaome, (cant )

eightieth b

The

I The pupils of tbe fifth, sixth and
I seventh grades bad their outing day on
:o.
Mticy Thursday. Miss Penley and her pupils
Jc.-ue,
of the seventh grade went to Gibson's
Temple Quartet.
The students of tbe high school, all Grove for a picnic. Miss Wetherell en;lasses, enjoyed a picnic on Friday at tertained her pupils of the sixth grade
Miss Thibodeau and her
at her home.
Caldwell's Grove, Oxford.
pupils of the fifth grade spent the day at

je

of Paris and Xorway
oting and banquet of the
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Achorn of BosMedical Association, j, ιη are fiuests at A. C. Wheeler's. Mrs.
y
last
: at Bethel
Monday)/ .chorn is a cousin of Mrs. Wheeler.
'·'· »t of them went in their j >»·. ami Mrs. Achorn and Mr. and Mrs.
irned in the small hours, \ /heeler spent the week-end at Mr.
at Sliagg Pond.
J. Bean celebrated her ^ ii'heeler's camp
i:m

j..

The Girls of the School.

Valedictory.
Presenting Promotion Carde.
Cloalng Song.

Belle Ames
Francis Chapman
Lanra Adklns
Lena Kverett

Arthur Dow
Arthur Patch
I.ovel Churchill
Freeman Abbott
Hazel Lord
Arllne Crocker
Iva Merrill
RenaTrtbou

Myra Austin
Myrtle Bean
Ernest Berry
Albert Bonney
Alton Bonney
Mary Clifford

j

·.

Dolllea,
Day· of the Week,
Song, The Little Mother?,

Evangeline Wood wort

Freeland Wit ham

Ashley Edwards

Dialogue

Six Children
Dialogue.
Dialogue.

Butterrup Song,

From Mid-summer Night's Dream.
From the seventh grade, Miss Marjoric
School.
Song, We Are the Brownies,
Earl Johnson.
Penley, teacher, the following are pro- Spring Pussy,
The Frog,
moted to the eighth grade:
Henry Woodworth.

I

•l4
■5...
y

promotions are:

Ethel Smith
Esther Pra t.

Broom,

Our

song.

jJ

There will be a food sale at the M. E.
v estry Thursday, at 3 o'clock, tinder the
The ladies
a uspicee of the Ladle*' Aid.
«
f the society are requested to meet
*rly in the afternoon to tack puffs. A
Κ oud working force is hoped for.

Vacation,

daring

grade

Dialogue.
Helen Camming*,

When I'm aa Tall aa the
The Children's Wishes,

Miss Hatch and her pupils enjoyed a
picnic at Gibson's Grove on Friday.

j

of Denver, Col., who
EHzi·ί«« summer at Cape
st of his grandmother,
>tone, a few days last week,
η his bicjcle.

to the ninth

eighth

From the

Maxlne Bennett.

NOBWAY.

Hebron'· 105th Commencement.

givra

Dialogue

Vacation Plana.
An Un«elfl*h Child,
Little Folks' Beport,
The Buttercup,

Marie Newton
Lulu Davis
Maud Martin
Velma Lord

Clarence Wlnslow
Raymond Penfold
Stephen Clifford
Merton Clifford
Wlnfleld Brooks

Cornet

j

stone

I

vu

Wlllard Berry.
Bay Thurlow.

Getting In the Kindling·,

[go

Howard and George M. Atwood of tbe
school committee, Superintendent of
Schools Ε F. Clason, Principal F. M.
Hammond of the High School,
Mise
Florence Wbittum and Miss Susie Kendrick, the assistants in the school, Rev.
Chester Gore Miller and Rev. E. A.
Davis.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Miller,
and the benediction was pronounced at
tbe close by Rev. Mr. Davie. Tbe music
for the evening was by the Swastika
Orchestra, and was very pleasing.
Shortly after δ o'clock the class entered by the north aisle, and marched to
the seats reserved in the front of tbe
church. The following programme was
carried out without a flaw, and in a manner highly creditable to the participants,
both from a literary and a rhetorical
standpoint. The class part·* were interesting to all, as they always are, and all
the numbers were well rendered:

by School.

Salutatory,

I

Mrs. Elmer E. Roes and two children,
who teaches in
Evelyn and Ellsworth, of Woodforde,
at her home to
is
j,
( «ere
guests at John Murphy's Sunday.
·'
e summer vacation.
Election
clerks appointed by the seis
λ eft of Winchester, Mass
ectmen of Paris are B. L. Swift and L.
l parents, Mr. and Mrs.
3. Merrill; ballot clerks, A. M. Ryerson
..Is. for the summer.
( md Stanley M. Wheeler.
attended
ν
Mrs. Walter L. Gray
A hayrack load of young people at·
of
at Colby College,
>nt
ended the dance at Paris Hill Friday
·:, tre graduates, last week.
graduates.
vening. Excellent music was furnished
Tbe list of graduates is:
fer left Tuesday morning 11 »>· the Swastika Orchestra of this place.
COLLEGE COURSE.
« >os, of
whom he has four
who
Park
of
Clinton D.
Honora Martin.
Presque Isle,
in eastern Massaral towns
Cora M. Wight.
j s now teaching in Marion Academy,
LATIN SCIENTIFIC COURSE.
1 lassacbusetts, has been the guest for
B. Carter, who has been in s few
Gertrude A. Howard.
of his cousin, Albert D.
days
and visiting j
Geneva M. Young.
.it I.ewiston
'ark.
ENGLISH COURSE.
\ iburo. has returned to her
W. K. Holmes of New Britain, Cf.,
Ralph R. Easson.
Roland H. Haggett.
i s with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Jessie M. Jack->on.
nne Kendrickand Maxcv
, lolmes, for a week. Later in the seaW. Karle Kimball.
I.itcbtield were guests of s on he will come with his
Albert L. King.
family for a
Mis* Susie Kendrick, a few j
Philip H. King.
jnger stay.
Wllber R. Swan.
I
&J» a·» weekGeorge Wetherell has purchased the
Of the members, Philip H. King, Alu
K'tiily L. Cook has returned from , 'rescott
stand on Pine Street of J. F. bert L.
M been with relaKing, and W. Earle Kimball,
will
on taking courses at the University
Sà· 8pent tbe d»y 'lummer, and the Wetherell family
plan
g m
vacated by >f
love iuto it as soon as it is
Maine, though it is not certain that
L s
U 1 ; bet Saturday.
present tenant.
they will do so. None of the other
'
in
is
Hock
port,
iq
South Paris in quite well represented members of the class have any definite
M
ailing her daughter. Miss Mabel j
1
the class which graduates from Bates plans as to further education.
her
will
who
accompany
vway.
Wednesday evening the Universalist
its members
this week.
ollege
1
"T
return.
;
v,(
I re Morton Bolster,Among E. Cole and :hurch was well filled for the concert
Roy
under the auspices of the class of 1910,
M
,..i Mrs. H. A. Morton. Mr. and ς harles E. Merrill of this place.
which was given by tbe Temple Quartet
V ileiduer, Henry E. Howe and
y
his
out
on
While
A.
was
Churchill
C.
>f Lewiston. Messrs. Parker, Home,
ν- urtlfff are at
N
Kamp Killooleet,
his meat cart Friday raorn- Drake and
« )ute with
ν
Prince, with Mr. Parker as
for a stay of several days.
,
while
F.
and
he
went
into
I
Evans',
ig,
They were well received, and
| reader.
Vnderson and son returned t e was there something scared his horse,
>
The pro| he concert was a fine one.
tiit·
u l'rovidence, R. I., Satv rhicb ran.
The cart struck a pole and gramme was as follows:
Κ X. Anderson accom- v as badly wrecked.
Becker
1. On! Gallant Company,
u for a visit of a few weeks. !
Temple Quartet.
The Charles N. Harris circus and train- i Bass
St. Quintain
Solo—Conquered,
Κ. M. Hammond of the high e J animal show, a small road show, was
1
Mr. Drake.
Flnaiiclal Experience,
Hammond left Saturday a t the
M
grounds on Pleasant Street near 3. Reading— My Mr.
Parka:.
where they will spend a t lie fair grounds Thursday afternoon
Storch
4. Night Witchery,
Λ
k
·hoy will be in Phillips for Ά nd evening. It is reported to have been
Temple Quartet.
Strekzkl
Tenor
5.
summer.
Days,
Solo—Happy
a good show for the price.

\!aud Carter,

y

Selection»

Essay—Iron,
Alton Cook
Solo,
Marie Newton
Es«ay—Enoch Arden.
Clarence Wlnslow
Esssy—Modes of Travel,
Geneva M. Young. Kecltatlon—The Worship of Nature,
Albert L. King.
Velma Lord
2 Class History,
Honora Martin. Duet—June.
3 da** K»«ay—Step by Step,
Marie Newton, Lulu Davis
Recitation—The Nile of America,
Music.
Charles Cook
4 Address to Undergraduates,
Merton Cliff >rd
Roland H. Haggett. Eesay—James Watt,
Abbott
Freeman
Dad
an'
Me,
R.
5 Presentation of Gifts,
Kaseon.
Recitation—My
Ralph
W. Karle Kimball. Organ duet,
Dorothy Wight. Elele Gray
β Oration, Forestry,
VIII Grade Pupils
7 Prophecy,
Cora M. Wight. Mother's Vltdtlng,
Industries of Paris,
Ralph Andrews
8 Valedictory,—Row, Not Drift,
Wlnfleld Brooke
Gertrude A. Howard. Recitation—Sheridan's Ride,
Chorus of Girl»
Song—Brightly,
Music.
Elsie Gray
Recitation—The Petrified Fern,
Presentation of Diplomas.
A Bit of American History,
Benediction.
Nathanlél Whitney (excused.)
solo,
Raymona I'onfold
Superintendent Claeon presented tbe Cornet
Stephen Clifford
Essay—Airships,
diplomas, with brief remarks to the Farewell

Miss Alice B. Knight, who has been in
Newton Highlands, Mass., through the
winter, has returned to South Paris.

>bv \. Clark and Miss Rose W.
Portland have been guests of
h.'re for a few days.

The following programme
Thursday afternoon:

A very successful year m closed h
and tbei
YOUNt I the achoole of Paria last week,
FIVE
SIX
MEN AND
YOUNG
were exercise in many of the achooli
DIPLOMAS.
WOMEN RECEIVE
and ontings and plcnica made a day'
pleasure for many of the aoboola. Son
Ad audience which filled the Soutt I facta relative to the village aoboola ai
Paris Universalis church conslderablj [ given below:
beyond its seating capacity was presenl
Thursday evening for the graduating
From the ninth
exercises of the class of 1910, Parii
grade, Gramma
High School. The platform was banked School, at the brick school house, Mil
with green, and behind a simple design Edith H. Hatch teacher, the followin,
into the high achool:
in the class colors of green and white
bore the class motto, "Pede a Pede," Alton Cook
Ralph Andrews
Nathaniel Whitney
Charles Cook
and tbe figures 1910.
Marlon Tyler
Chester Basson
Seated in the choir were Charles H.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Walker and Mr.
Prayer.
aud Mrs. Albert D. Park were at their
M Utile.
1 Salutatory—Attractiveness,
camps at Shaiig Pond over Sunday.

is in Harpswell for
Mrs. Stewart aod daughter
υ while in Portland.

ir

The cIom of tb· School Year.

High School Qroduat'on.

Music.

>tewart

M

Puis

-

or

to let.

Maine,

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

A KING KINEO RANGE.'

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

THE LAND OF

PIIZZIEDOM.

_

No. 959.—Riddle.
We are known and we're valued
In all torts of land·,
For we do a great work

With our tireless banda
We are large, we are small,
We are young, we are old.
Whatever you ask us
Is readily told.
Indeed. It's a fact
At all times. In all cases.
You can tell what we know
By a look at our faces.

Ooneapondence on (opto· of Interest to the l*dle«
to solicited. Address: Kdltor Ηομικαβη'
Columh, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paris, Me.

The Art of Cleaning.
or rather woman, spends half
her time in getting things clean, and the

Man,

other half

in

the

cleaning apparatus and device. The
vacuum cleaner, of which there most be
twenty or more styles on the market, is
a
joyfnl innovation, making it possible
to clean a room without disarranging it.
new

number

THE PERSON bringing the largest
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Ask your
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE.
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

No. 9G2.—Numerical Enigma.
I am composed of forty-eight letter#
and form a line In α poem by Tenny
son called "New Year's Eve."
My 36. 13. IS, 7. 32. 42 Is α poem consisting of fourteen lines
My 11. 27. 40, 17. 4 Is a story.
My 45. 21. 4S, 19 Is an excuse.
My 1. 23. 38. 29. 9. 20. 44 is the na
tional flower of a certain country.
My 14. 25. 5. 46. 30 Is a grain widely

Many Women
who

are

Splendid Cooks

cultivated.
My 35. 41 is a preposition.
My 2. 15. 26. 33, 24. 16 is a young

dread having to prepare an elaborate dinner because they are
not sufficiently strong to stand
coal
over an intensely hot
range. This is especially true
in summer. Every woman
takes
pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremendous cost to her own vitality

cow.

My 6, 43. 8. 37

No.

to wear

out preparing a fine dinner.
Even in the heat of summer you caa
cook a largo dinner without being

yourself

that * the
ruJi New Perfection.

worn oat.

JVew Perfection.

963.—Progressiva

Puzzle.

-Youth's Companion

No. 964.—Pictured Word.

FIAWL

BLUL

WICK

small

Of Asia a first gentleman;
A cascade and an English river;
A verb, produced as all began;
The month when congress passed forever
The continental out of life:
The day when congress armed for strife.
Thus opening Its first board of war;
The year when congiess passed an act
To hold no intercourse in fact
With France or Britain near or far.
Read this In order set and see
A fact and date of history.

through the weakening effect of
cooking on a coal range in a
hot kitchen.
It is no longer necessary

are

Oil Cook-stove

Cabinet.

Ireiy dealer everrwïuTr : if

not at

roar·, writ· tor

No. 965.—Charade·.
My first's

I.

a

place for sweet repose.

How blest It Is the weary knows.

My next's a feast one gives his friend.
With dainties sweet their joy to lend.
My whole, my eeoend. too, may be
A pretty thing one likes to see.

INSURANCE.

II.

Best of companions my first la found.
Go where you will the earth around.
To my second no such praise can fall.
There's no one can say he likea It at all.
Too much of my first, and my whoU

AUTOMOBILE.
PUBLIC

you'll be.

LIABILITY.

A useless

BOILER.

AND

HOUSEHOLD

When yuu need some "Insurance
I will be κ'**! to hear from you.

PERLEY

that

see

way.

the old adage says those who danc«
must him pay.

No. 966.—Decapitation.
I am nothing but a little word
which
Of
you all have often heard.
I'm what the boys and girls should be.
But not much like the rolling sea.
Behead me. I've four legs or three.
Or rows of figures I shall be.
Behead again, and I can do
Most anything you want me to.

Protects',

RIPLEY,

F.

PARIS.

For

HEALTH.

AND

you will often

My flrst the poor printer regrets, not the
boy.
My second expresses a mild kind of Joy.
My whole as collector wins surely hla

BURGLARY.
ACCIDENT

man

III.

FIDELITY BONDS.
BANK

MAINE.

No. 967.—Anagram.
Name of a distinguished literary woman.

1XX

ϋθορ
anything

When iu want of

in our lines

WE CAM SAVE YOU MONEY.

"She

MIISTD!

give

us a

call.

WE SELL

Wagon Faints,

Our paints include

Paroid

Impervious,

Roofing1—The beet of all roofings.
try imitations.

Milligan,

Brushes.

of doors in

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephone

have

a

nd Electrical

cloth,

Don't

The kind that lasts.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.

Regular sizes

Have your veranda screened in.
spring hinges, «te.
stock.

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

Supplies—We

Ignition

oest for automobiles and

Puzzledom.
Key
No 952.—Additions: B. bo. boa. boar,
board
No. 903.-Literary Geography: Lim-

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

sell "Columbia

telephones.

Batteries" the

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Parle.

STANDARD

tribe cheer."

to

Turpentine,

Liquid Filler,

Heath Λ

A

St. Nicholas.

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

wrote.

No. 968.—Word Square.
3. To
2. A vegetable.
1. Capable.
4. Brings to a conclusion.—
debark.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Faints,
Barn Faints,
Roof Faints,

pet beater until the sheet will hold nc
dust. Turn the mattress, and use
the other sheet in the eame way. Of
more

course, the sheets must now be sent tc
the laundry.
For cleaning windows and mirrors,
there are several proprietary articles on
the market, but a little soda or kerosene
and a little thin starch put over the glass
and allowed to dry will give excellent results when rubbed off and polished with
newspaper or cloth that leaves no lint.
In very cold weather a little alcohol on a
cloth is effectual.
Braeeee that are
lacquered should
never be touched with anything but a
soft rag dampened in tepid, soapy water.
But unlacquered brass or copper, after
being freed from dust, should be rubbed
with salt and vinegar, and polished with
with

a

work may be
paste of sweet oil and

water.

Resident of a foreign city.

STEAM

dust.

|
I

Cut-glass toilet articles should be
cleaned one piece at a time, to prevent
chipping, in a basin of warm water into
which have been put a few drops of ammonia, or a pinch of washing soda. Rub
with a soft brush, and bury temporarily
in jewellers' white-wood sawdust. Put
the silver toilet articles in a basin, and
water into
cover them with boiling
which has been poured a little ammonia.
If very tarnished, use a paste of French
whiting and alcohol. Of course, judgment must be used where silver articles
are combined with ivory, celluloid, glass,
etc.
Wash hair-brushes in tepid ammonia water.
nUinn

«η

Κ ink

MACHINES.

to Rent

I will either hire a first-class blacksmith or rent ray shop in South Paris
to such a one for the horse-shoeing.

centrally
Shop business.

good

H. P.

located and

doing

a

MILLETT,

Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
résulte by using an

they get splendid

Por their benefit we prepare
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
it is liquid it is in all respects like the
healing, helpful, paiu allaying Cream
Balm that the public haa been familiar
with for years. No cooaine nor other
dangerous drug in it. The soothing
spray le a remedy that relieves at once.
All druggists, 75c., including spraying
tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warreo
atomizer.

these requirements should be rewarded

by an atmosphere of pure delight in her
home, completely satisfying to its every
inmate.—Harper's Bazar.

Washing White Gloves.
When washing silk or Lisle-thread
gloves, I use a nail brush for the soiled
finger tips. I make a strong lather with
warm

water

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,

43tf

Bryant's Pond,

Paroid

Roofing.
Roofing.

L. S. BILLINGS.

South Paris, May 23, 1910.

Me.

FOR SALE.

I

y

Sm.

powders on the market for the purpose.
Empty the refrigerator, and remove
all trays and racks. Now scald its walls
and floors with soda water, and the trays
likewise, and scour them well besides.
Leave the refrigerator to dry and cool in
draughts of fresh air before installing
ice or provisions.
To repolish hardwood llo^s, melt half
a pouud of pure beeswax and add a pint
of turpentine and half as much ammonia.
Stand the mixture over a boiling kettle,
in order to keep it warm. Apply to the
floor with flannel cloth, and let stand
until quite cold. Now as to polishing,
the merriest and quickest method is to
give the children a lark. Collect from
the ragbag all the discarded stockings
aud socks; draw them on over the children's shoes, start a two-step on the
piano, and the children will do the rest.
If, unfortunately, your neighborhood
offers no children, your second choice of
an adult with a piece of
a polisher is
Brussels carpet wrapped around a brick.
An old-time furniture polieh much
used in the South on ancestral mahogany
is made of linseed-oil, vinegar, and tur-

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

Shop

Q Π

whiting and alcohol, and enameled tubs
and basins with one of the many enamel

Catalogue.

OR

nlfiV ΟΙΙλΚ

partant part in polishing glass, silver,
and other metals, may, in turn, be cleaned by washing in tepid water and plenty
of white soap. Mildew may be removed
by covering the spots with buttermilk,
Iron-rust
and exposing to the sun.
epote must be covered with salt and
lemon juice, and placed in snnshine.
Clean nickel fixtures with a paste of

erick. Athens. Quebec. St. Augustine. pentine.
If the new cleaning apparatus is out of
Ghent. Austerlitz, Halifax, Paris, Bisthe question, and one must resort to oldAlexmarck. Llucolu. Rome. Cordova,
time methods in cleauing rugs, pray
Baltimore.
andria.
Brooklyn. Tyre, have more conscientious respect for the
Constantinople. Moscow. Kaleigh. Vlad- vital daily interests of patient women
imir. Melbourne. Venice, Boston, Cal- and children, which are woven thread by
cutta, Granada.
thread, into your Oriental rugs, than to
No. 954.-Rhymed Word Squares: 1. permit an ignorant greenhorn to beaj
tatters on a clothes line.
—1. Oscar. 2. Scare. 8. Carol. 4. Aro- them to
The habit of replenishing may go hand
2.
IL—1. March.
ma.
5. Relay.
in hand with cleaning. Do not fail to
Azure, 3- Rural. 4. Crane. 5. Helen.
refill ink-bottles on desks; renew the
No. 955.—Numerical Puzzle: Po, pot. blotter, pens and stationery: arrange
fresh flowers; replace wasted candles;
Pat. oat. top. potato.
No. 950.-Charades: 1. August, gust fill match boxes; and renew worn-out
sandpaper scratchers; provide fresh
2. May. sou—Mason.
awe.
towels and soap. The bomemaker who
No. 957.
Boys' Name Rebus: 1.
has the courage to meet faithfully all
4.
Hiram.
Mark.
Jack.
3.
2.
Morgan.
5. Jerome.
No. 958.-Beheadings: G-lud. F-llght
D-auger. P-rlce.

|

J

By LAWRENCE FOSTER.
American Press

Copyright, 1910, by
Association.

φ

One winter when congress was in
session 1 was invited to the national

spend

capital

to

party.

Jim had

week

with

my
friend Jim Treusdail in company with
others, forming a very pleasant house
ried. and I

a

not beeu long
was a bachelor.
I

mar-

have

always thought that his wife got up
the affair especially for my beneiit
and that of Miss Mildred Sweet, Mrs.
Jim desirlug to make a match between
If she did she had no trouble, so
us.
far as 1 was concerned, for 1 had uot

been acquainted with Miss Sweet ten
minutes before I remarked to myself.
"That's the girl 1 am looking for."
I have a theory that a good way to
win a girl Is to conjure up something
lu which you and she may have a

mutual interest. Fortune favored
In this wise:
One evening at dinner Mrs. Jim showed plainly that something had happened. She said nothing to any of the
guests and when they spoke to her
Treusdail
replied in monosyllables.
labored hard to keep a certain amount
of life In the party, but was not successful.
After dinner Jim took me up to a
little den he used to hide away in

me

told me what was the matter.
Ills wife had lost a diamond as big
It had been handed
as a hickory nut.
down to her for Ave generations and
been turned over to her on her wedShe had taken It out of
day.
and

ding
its receptable

to wear It that evening
at a reception that was to occur at
the "White House and had left it on
her bureau while giving some direc-

tions about the dinner.
lie had no sooner told me this than
it recurred to me to make a detective
of myself for the purpose of discovering the thief and to take Miss Sweet
Into the business with me. "By Interesting her In the case I hoped eventually to turn that Interest from the gem
to myself.
I asked Jim a good many questions,
but only elicited the information that
every servant In the house during his
wife's absence from her room was
downstairs and quite busy, most of
them with the preparations for the
The men guests were all in
dlttner.
the billiard room. Two of the women
guests were dressing In their rooms
for dinner and after that the function
ut the White House. A third, a wid

Mrs. .lernegan, with a little daughter. five years old, had finished her
toilet and was assisting her nurse to
put the child to bed
Mrs. Jemegan was my first choice
Women who are not
for the thief.
dressed don t run about In another
ow,

person's house, and Mrs. Jemegan was
the ouly person on the floor at the

1 went to
time the stune was lost.
the White House reception with SIlss
Sweet and during the evening told her
about the loss and began to excite her
curiosity as to who could have beeu

the thief.
"It would be a nice thing," 1 said,
"if you and I. working together, could
recover the stone and turn it back to
the rightful owner."
"Indeed it would," she said, "but
how can we do that?"
"1 don't know that we can. but we

can
1

try."

CUII LIU eu

IU

lUUl

UC

A

ou^i^vivu

Mrs. Jeruegan. She did not especially fancy tbe widow, but could hardly
bring herself to feel that she bad

stolen the diamond. I told Miss Sweet
that she. being a woman, could keep
an eye on the suspect better than I.
and she agreed to do so.
1 had a little scheme up my sleeve
to compel Mrs. Jernegan to show her

colors If she

were

guilty.

Of

her eyes upon us we were
looking down on to the marble floor
far below.
My companion was delighted with
the success of my device. She seemed
to be struck with surprise and ad-

miration at what she was pleased to
call my Ingenuity. 1 was more Interested in Miss Sweet than in tbe thief.
I disclaimed any great shrewdnesslndeed. thus far I was simply lucky.
I
But I must keep up the illusion.
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a. '·
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1 Γ * *
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It all herself.
That gave ine a good start, and In
time 1 won -not a stone, but η woman.

—

Come to the Greenhouse.
Plants ready May £Sth.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY

to her that she herself was supposed
ThI?
to have been an accomplice.
would avoid any unpleasantness.
When the matter was given out to
the guests 1 told them all that the find
was entirely due to Miss Sweet's in
genulty and foresight. She was the
lioness of the party from that moment till we broke up and generally
became convinced that she had done

A LOW PRICE

TOflATOES

STATE OF MAINE.

had vanished.
The delight both of myself and Miss
Sweet may be imagined. We started
to the house with the little girl. Far
down the street we saw the nurse running ahead of us. It did not occur .to
lis what she was going to the house for

W. W. KIMBALL.

MAINE.

For the Best Varieties of

it.

ever

Wright,

PARIS,

10 Porter Streei

loon. One of the boys took my offer,
and In a few minutes 1 was in possession of the toy. At the end of the
string was a bit of tissue paper. In
the paper was the diamond.
I looked around for the nurse. She

25-27

18-30

tavert.

running,

SOUTH

U\

South Paris,

at the nurse, who knew
we were talking about the balloon,
and eaw she wus holding her breath
I called some boys
from suspense.
who were playing near and oflfered
any of them a quarter who would
climb the tree and bring down the bal-
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washed and durable separator
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Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
We sell them, you need one.
money, never making trouble.

"Do you notice how straight that
string hangs? Is It caught ou a branch,
and does the balloon keep It taut?"
"No; the balloon Is against a bough.
But there is something-very smalltied to the end of the string."
"So there Is."
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trying to quiet her.
"I'll buy you another, dearie," she

Men Wanted

that she was aware that I did suspect
me plainly that
she feared me.
Doubtless she would
have taken or sent away the diamond
(if she hud it), but Treusdail. at my
suggestion, would uot |»ermit auy one
without being
to leave the place
searched, the guests volunteering to
submit to the ordeal if they were
obliged to leave before the gem was
fouud.
I held long deliberations with Miss
Sweet, who was now profoundly interested in the case. These deliberations. besides giving us something in
common, ennbled me to be a good deal
with her. I hoped. If I made any further protfre.-s, to have my assistant to
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character.
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Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

We walked on a short dis
leaf.
and turned. The child's balloon
had escaped and was caught In the
branches of a tree overhanging the
The child
seat where the uurse sat.
was crying for her toy. and the uurse

must find some method of learning
from the widow what she had done
with tbe diamond.
And here I showed that instead of
being an experienced detective I was at once to do the
I permitted the wid- and take
& mere bungler.
charge of a
ow to discover by keeping a watch
be
Must
knew
I
her.
I
over her that
suspected

her, for she showed
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only In time to save it. We walked
by the woman and as we did so stared
She trembled like
at her ominously.

till we got there, when we discovered
that she had warned her mistress and
Before saying a word to
gone on.
any one 1 took the stone to Treusdall,
»ind we had a long consultation We had
no proof against the widow, and since
she was a connection of Jim's he decided to teil her that her maid had
stolen the diamond and not Intimate
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to know its su-
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and cake—

STOTT

aching

hind her."
You made
"You are on the track.
the discovery that she was In league
Suppose we let
with her mistress.
her see by our acts and the expressions of our faces that we are watching her. It may drive her Into doing
something that will expose her."
By this time the uurse bad taken u
seat ou u bench, while the child played
On several
about with her balloon.
occasions she let go the string, the
balloon rose, aud the nurse caught It

I

cook who

ia your children's birthright—don't
of it by D0fflcct*
friend. It makes
TKUrS EUXHt is childhood's
and active. It
the stomach and digestion healthful
that
of good, red blood and expels
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the
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steady nrea nerves.
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it your own
three
generations—make
standard remedy for
of others have done.
family remedy as thousandshim.
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"Suppose

course

turned

don't make them

said Miss Sweet.
"It's possible."
"I have never seen her so agitated
as when she turned and saw un be-

pie

Good
Bread

every thing good—is the
constant fortune of the

pation or biliousness
Happinen
peevish, irritable and sickly. rob them

without knowing that we were near
them. A moment later the nurse turned aud, suddenly seeing us, gave au
Involuntary start
"The plot thickens," 1 remarked to
"I'll bet that this
my conipaulou.
nurse, being permitted to leave the
house, will get rid of the diamond.
she has It with her uow?"

'That one has gone where one
said.
can't get it."
The uurse spoke the truth. Only η
long ladder would enable uny out· U»

Good

Look to the welfare
like constithat little common ailments

forth.
We soo!! saw the nurse walking
slowly, the child trotting alone, either
beside or behind her. carrying a toy
We measured our pace to
balloon.
suit theirs, and tbey entered the park

that was not proving her guilty or getting back the stone, but it would
I Invited a party.
serve for a clew.
Including Mrs. Jernegan. to visit the
capitol. Miss Sweet was. of course,
After showing the party
with us.
through the bulldlug I took them up
into the dome. There Is a whispering
gallery in this dome In which a voice
speaking on one side can be heard at
the other. Leaving the widow on one
side of the dome. 1 took Miss Sweet
halfway round the semicircle, aud.
watching till Mrs. Jernegan was separated from the others. 1 suggested to
Miss Sweet to put her mouth near the
wall and whisper the words. "What
did you do with It?'
She did so. and the effect was inThe
stantaneous and unmistakable.
widow staggered, turned pale and
looked hurriedly about her. When she
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getting
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"No doubt of It"
ire into, one should avoid the uae of the ly braided1 and hand-embroidered, but
of
J.
B.
two
or
the
owner
Mason,
Inquire
1 vord 'one' in
"Have you anything to suggest?"
1 allée bek>w
J. N. IRISH.
referring to one's self as the tendentf» at nreseot is largely toward
lOtt < mm would ft plague,"
Buckdeld, Me., March 8,1910.
&e plain Uglorea affect*.
*3feU, noisot Jog bo*.'1

SEWING

Blacksmith Wanted

a

as

if desirable to remove spots from white
woodwork, rob the spot with dampened
llannel dipped in whiting.
White marble may be improved by
treatment with the following mixture:
Two teaspoonfuls of common soda, one
teaspoonful of powdered pumice stone,
and one teaspoonful of fine salt, sifted,
and made into a paste with a little water.
Finally, wash the marble with salt

DeeelpUve Circular to the oearwat aseoey of the

AND

soiled napkins

no

as

tripoli.

Incorporated)

EMPLOYERS'

kiichen;

or

tucked in side-board drawers; no ugly
burnt-out embers or ashee left In open
fireplaces; no trays of cigar stumps,
ashes, and burnt match; no disordered
heaps of back-number magazines or
newspapers; no soiled and spotted blotters left on desks, or empty candy-boxes
open on the table! The house we live in
should at all times present an unbroken
orderliness and daintiness. Waste-baskets must be emptied daily, and lamps
cleaned and refilled in the morning
hours.
If there needs must be a cleaning day,
begin at the top of the house, and confine your cleaning to one room at a
time. The approved cleaning-machines
are, of course, recommended as saving
time and strength.
If the mattress has been turned daily,
as it should be, and, furthermore, encased in a twilled buttoned slip, as it
should be, the_re will arise no necessity
for the ordeal of mattreee-cleaning. II
this has been neglected, and one has no
vacuum cleaner, the mattress must be
thoroughly cleaned without raising the

cleaned

Standard Oil Company

FIRE.

pantry,

dry whiting.
Very delicate filigree

Gives no outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the biggest dinner
immediwithout hearing the kitchen or the cook. It ie immediately lighted and
a quick fire by turning a
ately extinguished. It can be changed from a slow to
to chop.
handle. There's bo drudgery connected with It, no coal to carry, no wood
a
You don't havs to wait fifteen or twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply
slow or an
light and it's ready. By simply turning the wick up or down you get a
It
intense heat on the bottom of the pot, pan, kettle or oven, and nowhere elee.
bas a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
coffee, teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels. It saves time, worry,
health and temper. It does all a woman need· and mere than she expects. Med*
with 1, 2, and 3 burners ; the 2 and 3-burner sises can be had with or without

Common

handle which obviates the necessity foi

stooping.

possible,
dry
Wring out,
globulat couple of dusting sheete. Lay one over
the mattress. Now whip it with a car-

of lead.
My 3. 47. 22, 31. 34. 10. 28. 12, 3t)
holds captive.

masses

I

are

In the well-ordered home, the bouse
No. 960.—Letter Enigma.
should be cleaned in its entirety daily ;
My first Is In food, but not In eat;
that means, the house should always be
My second Is In carrot, but not In beet;
My third Is In Ire, but not In wrath;
clean, and the oleaning processes invisnot
In
but
lath:
In
Is
fourth
plaster,
ible. No closet or cnpboard should be
My
My fifth Is In nose, but not In ear;
overlooked;
special care must be given
In
not
fear;
My sixth Is in danger, but
to cubby holes; and surely it is not
we
all
one
love,
name
of
the
Is
whole
My
to insist that there should
And you'll know who It Is when you solve necessary
never be in evidence faded or neglected
tii« above.
flowers; no soiled towels in bath-room,

No. 961.—Curtailing·.
1. Curtail a shelter formed of clotb
and leave a number. 2. Curtail a delicate tint and leave a toilet necessity
3. Doubly curtail a medicine prescribed for weak persons and leave a
weight. 4. Doubly curtail a large,
stroug rope used ou ships and leave a
vehicle.

Girl by Means

Interest.

also dustless dusters, and a
dustpan which has a delightful long

There

a

of a

come

many a wonderful

in

honsewlfe

Capturing

Bot
them so.
to the aid of

keeping

modern invention has

We eaw the nurse go ont with bei
knew that every ufteruooi.
she took the chlki to a little park in
Treiisdall snoulu
the neighborhood.
not have |iermltted this, hut he said
that It wouldn't do to keep the little
gill in the honee. I proposed to Mise
Sweet thai we walk out. follow the
nurse to the park and see If we could
She consented, and.
learu anything.

charge aud

Main·.

ρ

$

u ey

see

yie
op use.

Peru, deceased ; petld*
/rancisselllateandof convey
real estate ρ
•nse to
l'y Α. Κ.

A

McDonough, administrator

of said court·
jS Ε. HERRICK, Judge
WPy
Reflate:·
ΡΑΛΚ,
D.
ALbCST

S

